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2. FOREWORD

This Meti'ng was held at the Ensta Park Hotel in Stockholm,
Sweden, on lc .ober 10-12, 1990.

The arrangements for the Meeting were as follows:

Chairman L. Myrddin Davies
IAEA Scientific Secretary Vasil Krett
IAEA Scientific Secretary Leonid Ianko
Swedish Organizer Bertil Eriksgaard
Administrative Secretary Lilly Erlandsson

Session Chairmen

Session 1

Stan Rosinski
Fred Nilsson

Session 2

Milan Brumovsky
Gert Hedner

Session 3

David James
Christer Ottosson

Session 4

Len Simpson
Kjell Pettersson

There were 64 participants representing 14 countries and 3 inter-
national organizations and the list of participants is given in
Section 6 of these proceedings.

The purpose of this Specialists meeting was to provide an inter-
national forum for a discussion on recent results in research and
utility practice on:

(i) methodologies to predetermine reactor key components
lifetime (i.e. those components which are considered
not replaceable or are replaceable but are costly in
terms of capital expenditure and/or outage time to
replace);



(ii) to measure parameters for estimating remaining life.
The remain.'ng life on each heavy component is determined
using available data on:

- original design documentation

relevant degradation mechanisms
(fracture, failure, broken structure, corrosion,

erosion, etc.)

- degradation cf key component materials

operational and maintenance history

- present state derivning from inspection, surveillance
and monitoring records

- component examination and long term behaviour research

The meeting was expected to provide a vehicle to allow a better under-
standing of ageing phenomena of key reactor components and the effects
of environmental factors. That is, the meeting was expected to improve
knowledge of the topic of plant lifetime management ana, thusly, to
give some directions for further investigations to achieve a higher
level of NPP reliability, availability and safety.



3 . SPEECHES OF WELCOME

IAEA Specialist Meeting on
Nuclear Power Plant lifetime Assurance

Stockholm, 10-12 October 1990

Opening Speech

Lennart Hammar
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate

Mr Chairman, lady and gentlemen! Good afternoon!

It is a great pleasure to wish you all welcome, on behalf of the Swedish Government, the Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate and the Swedish Plant Inspectorate, to this Specialist Meeting on
Nuclear Power Plant Life Time Assurance, organized under the auspices of the Internationa: Atomic
Energy Agency.

There may be someone wondering if the subject matter of this Specialist meeting can really attract
much interest in Sweden, having rejected the prospect of employing nuclear power beyond the year
2010.
In fact, this is very much the case. First of all we are definitely facing lifetime problems even in this
reduced time perspective. Steam generators is a good example. Furthermore, there is another
dimension to life extension. When there is good margin left in terms of life expectancy there is also
probably an implication in terms of safety of operation as well. This is to say that whether you are
interested in lifetime assurance or operational safety you will certainly be interested in listening to
what your colleague experts present here have to say at this meeting.

Life extension of the nuclear plants may be feared as compromising safety. This fear, that the safety
will inevitably and continuously degrade as the plants grow older, is fortunately not substantiated by
experience. On the contrary, safety has been seen to gain considerably with time on account of
increasing operating experience, maintenance and testing schemes based on developing strategies and
implementations of improved technologies and additional safety features.

One may ask, however, what could happen to nuclear safety in Sweden as a result of the decision to
abandon nuclear power. Indeed this is a question to be taken seriously, and there are problems. In
particular we are concerned that it may be difficult to retain skill and competence of vital importance
in the safety work. The preparedness of the industry to invest in upgradings and improvements of the
plants may of course also be questioned, the more the nearer comes the time of close-down.
Fortunately, the inspectorate experiences an expressed intention at all plants to keep them at top
trim to the very end. This attitude is also reasonable as nuclear power production holds promise to
remain fairly profitable and accordingly no utility would want to top the priority list for phase-out.

This meeting will focus on ageing which is basically related to degradation of mateiials. One may
remind of certain other aspects of ageing which may as well imply reduced life expectancy together
with degrading safety of the plants. I have already mentioned skill and competence, which may be at
stake also when there would be no updating of the basic technologies employed in the plant. Resting
with outdated technology might imply certain risktaking when new generations of engineers with
modern training and education are to replace the old foxes. Basic understanding of the design and
safety principles of the plant, vital in considering any modifications, may be lost when those having
experienced and mastered the difficulties are no longer at hand. Replacement parts for old types of
equipment - typically in electronics • may of course also become unavailable on the market, or create
unsound dependence on single suppliers.

Nuclear plant life time assurance - together with plant safety - nevertheless rests primarily and
heavily on the durability of structures, and deserves all the concentrated attention to be paid to it at
this specialist meeting. I wish that it will be truly successful and now declare it opened. Thank you!



SPECIALISTS MEETING

on

Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime Assurance

10 - 12 October 1990
Stockholm, Sweden

OPENING SPEACH

by

V. KHETT
IAEA Scientific Secretary

Ladies andf Gentlemen,

I would like to welcome all participants of this IAEA Specialists Meeting

which is organized in co-operation with the Swedish Plant Inspectorate in

Stockholm. Our meeting follows directly after OECD/NEA Workshop which was

held in Helsinki on Monday and Tuesday this week. I welcome also the

participants of Helsinki meetign who are joining us.

On behalf of the IAEA I would like to take this opportunity to add few

remarks to those given by Mr. Lennart Hammar from Swedish Nuclear Power

Inspectorate.

Our Specialists Meeting will be devoted to exchange of inforamtion in a

very important area of Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime Assurance and is organized

in the framework of the IAEA Project A.2.02 - Nuclear Power Plant Ageing and

Life Extension which promotes technical information exchange between Member

States with new programmes, offers assistance to Member States within ar

interest in reliability of NPP coponents, in-service inspecting methods and

special technological topics of NPPs. The IAEA International Working Group on

Reliability of Reactor Pressure Components has recommended the IAEA to

organize a specialists meeting in the area of searching potentiality in

research and utility practice on methodologies to predtermine NPPs key
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components life-time and to measure parameters for the estimation of remaining

lifetime. This information exchange is expected to allow better understanding

of ageing phenomena of reactor key components, the effects of environmental

factors and improve knowledge of the topic of plant lifetime managemnet and

thus to give directions for further investigations to achieve higher level of

NPP reliability, availability and safety.

You are very well familiar with the role of nuclear power in the world

which will increase in particular now with resp&ct to crude oil crisis in the

Middle East.

The Agency's Power Reactor Information System (PRIS), the main tool for

assessing the technicl and economic performance in NPP construction and

operation, opened in 1989, for on-line access to IAEA Member States. In 1991,

the IAEA will offer to Member States a personal computer version of PRIS.

Supplied data to IAEA PRIS show us, that by the end of 1989 there were 426

reactor units connected to the grid in 26 coutries. 83% of these units are

water-cooled reactors, that are 239 PWRs, 83 PBWRs and 27 PHWRs. It means

that many countries are already heavily reliant ona nuclear power and in

particular on water-cooled reactors, which will continue to be the main stream

of nuclear energy among ali lines of nuclear reactor types within the foreseen

future. Data from the IAEA PRIS systems show also that nuclear energy has

already reached a very high level in reliability, availability, performance

and safety. Some of the NPP are already approaching or are even beyond the

end of their planned lifetime, which for most designs was estimated as obout

30 years of operation.

By the year 2000 about 50 NPPs will be 30 years old or more. In 1990, we

have 14 plants in IAEA Member States, more than 30 years old. The question of

NPP lifetime assurance and then life extension as an alternative to

decommissioning will be of growing important worldwide.

The objective of IAEA Project A.2.02 "Nuclear Power Plant Ageing and Life

Extension" for the years 1991 and 1992 is to formulate a systematic approach

and methodology for the management of nuclear power plant ageing processes and
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to identify the requirements for a suitable data base continuing to life

extension programmes. A big attention should be devoted to lifetime assurance

of the reactor pressure vessels. Appropriate documents on the methodology for

assessing plant ageing phenomena including documents on thermal degradation

phenomena and data requirements should be prepared and issued.

Our Specialists Meeting will contribute to better understanding of ageing

degradation processes and methodologies for lifetime assurance of NPPs

components.

The meeting will be held into four sessions and will be chaired by

chairmen and co-chairmen, as you can see in the working programme. The

Chairman of our meeting, Mr. Mirddyn Davies will have some introductory

remarks about the scientific results of the SPM. It is expected that our

meeting will result in summaries of the sessions, conclusions and

recommendations for futher IAEA activities.

Finally, please allow me in the name of all participants and IAEA, to

express my great appreciation and thanks to the Swedish Nuclear Power

Inspectorate and to the Swedish Authorities for convening our meeting here in

Stockholm, a very nice city, and for providing us with very good working

conditions.

I believe that our meeting will not only be interesting, but that

presentations, discussions and exchange of information on this important topic

will be very fruitful.

Now I would like to ask Mr. Davies, the Chairman of our Specialists

Meeting for his remarks.

Thank you very tnucy for your attention.

VKrett/san/(0O89r)

1990-10-04



Opening remarks by the SPM Chairman 10 October 1990

L Myrddin Davies

It is a great pleasure for me to be here in Stockholm and to be
attending this Specialist Meeting on Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime
Assurance.The number of representatives is high and the
programme is a full one.

The meeting is being held in the framework of the IAEA Project on
NPP Ageing and Life Extension and under the auspices of the
International Working Group on the Reliability of Reactor
Pressurised Components - whose title has been changed recently to
the International Working Group on Life Management of Nuclear
Power Plant. ( Plant Life Management is used in a broad sense to
include plant life assurance as well as plant life extension).

These developments are a reflection of the wishes of Member States
to emphasize Nuclear Power Plant Life Management in the activities
of the IAEA. There is an increasing interest in the continued
assurance in the safe operation of commercial nuclear power plants
of all ages and in assessing and managing their economic life. There
appears to be a need for developing methods for improved
understanding and managing the effect of ageing processes.

It would appear that this is an opportune time for such a meeting
and we are all grateful to the Swedish Government for
hosting it.

Turning now to the arrangements for this meeting. There will be
four sessions and we have now identified the Session Chairmen. In
addition to ensuring the proper conduct of the meeting and keeping
strictly to schedule they will have the task of writing up the
conclusions and recommendations for their particular session.
However, if we can complete the work on schedule then we should
have an agreed statement by Thursday evening.

I wish you a very good and fulfilling meeting and now let us get on
with that task.



4. PAPERS

Session 1 - Nuclear Power Plant Lifetime Assurance

(S.T. Rosinski, USA, F. Nilsson, Sweden)

List of papers:

- Plant Lifetime Assurance - An Overview of ABB Atom
Activities
J. Engström, R. Ivars, E. Legath
ABB Atom AB, SWEDEN Ref. 1

- Examples of Reliability Assessment of Maintenance
in Finnish Nuclear Power Plants
K. Laakso, K. Simola, J. Holmberg
Technical Research Centre of Finland,(VTT), FINLAND Ref. 2

- Probabilistic Approach and Related Research for the
Remaining Lifetime Assessment of Key Nuclear Plant
Component
L. Brunei, J.L. Campan, K. Crentsil, R. Ployart
Commissariat å l'Energie Atomique, France, Centre d'Etude
Nucléaire de Cadarache - SCC - FRANCE Ref. 3

- Determination of Fatigue Lifetime for NPP's Components
in Accordance with the USSR Strength Regulations
V.M. Filatov, S.V. Evropin, A.V. Tashkinov
MAE I, USSR Ref. 4

- Reactor Life Extension Experience in AEA Technology
J.B. Wintle
AEA Technology - Harwell Laboratory - Llj< Ref. 5

Nuclear Plant Ageing Management Programmes at
ABD Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
D.J. Avres
ASEA Brown Boveri, SWEDEN Ref. 6

Session 1 was a review of activities in the areas of plant component
lifetime assessment, life extension and ageing management.

Engström described the achievements obtained by ABB Atom in improving
annual plant availability and load factors through the dissemination
of results from plant technical evaluations and analyses. These
results are implemented in areas including training, maintenance
and hardware modifications.

Ployart described the impact of limited end-of-life information
on the cost of maintenance. 1o deal with this, probabilistic methods
could be used to establish priorities in research and development
programmes and as a decision-helper tool for maintenance strategies.
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Tashkinov presented the requirements of Soviet Regulations related
to the generation of fatigue curves for reactor pressure vessel
materials. Except for the consideration of quasi-static failure,
the generated curves were in sufficiently good agreement with ASME
fatigue design curves. Also equations used in Soviet standard allow

12
for fatigue lifetime assessment up to 10 cycles.

The papers presented in the second half of Session 1 all dealt
with systematic approaches to the problem of plant life management
and life extension.

Laakso described several different techniques:
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), Maintenance Effects and
Criticality Analysis (MECA) and Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM).
These techniques are frequently applied in the design stage and the
object of the study was to use them in the analysis of ageing phenom-
ena, operating experience and preventive maintenance programmes.

Wintle gave an account of a case study of the Harwell reactors
PLUTO and DIDO. His talk underlined the need for both a systematic
overall planning and the incorporation of a broad variety of special-
ities in activities of this nature.

Ayres presented the overall procedures adopted by ABB Combustion
Engineering in the process of license renewal. This involved identi-
fication of the objects' importance for safety both on the system and
the component level.

In conclusion all contributions stressed the importance of systematic
approaches to problems of plant maintenance and lifetime management.

Session 2 - RPV Lifetime Assurance

(M. Brumovsky, CSFR, G. Hedner, Sweden)

List of papers:

- Summary of the NEA/CSNI Workshop on the Safety Assessment
Behaviour Pressure Vessels
K. Törrönen , VTT, FINLAND

C.A. English, AEA Technology, UK

S. Crutzen, CEC/JRC, ITALY

B. Hemsworth, Health&Safety Executive, UK

R.C. Noel, EDF, FRANCE Ref. 7

- Work in Progress on the Lifetime of French PWRs
J.P. Combes, C. Pichon, C. Rieg
Electricité de France - Service Etudes et Projects
Thermiques et Nucléaires
EdF/SEPTEN, FRANCE Ref. 8

- Experience in Application of Recovering Heat Treatment
to improve Safety of Power Reactor Pressure Vessels
V.V. Stekolnikov, M.F. Rogov, Yu.G. Dragunov
0KB "Gidropress, USSR Ref. 9
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An Investigation of Fatigue-Corrosion Failure Development
Features in Reactor Pressure Vessel with Anticorrosion Cladding
V.A. Ignatov, G.P. Karzov, B.T. Timofeev, V.A. Fedorova
Central Research Institute for Structural Materials "Prometey"
Leningrad, USSR

Y.G. Dragunov
OKB "Gidropress", Podolsk, USSR Ref. 10

The Main Principles of Lifetime Assurance of Some Elements
of Eguipment for Nuclear Power Plant
G.P. Karzov, B.T. Timofeev, V.A. Ignatov
[Central Research Institute for Structural Materials
"Prometey", Leningrad, USSR Ref. 10 a

- Irradiation Embrittlement of PWR-1000 Pressure Vessel
Material in Terms of Lifetime
V.R. Zvedzin, G. Tulyakov, 0. Vishkarev
NPO CNIITMASH, USSR

Y.R. Dragunov
OKB GP, USSR

M. Egurov, L. Judin
IZ ZD, USSR Ref. 11

- Feasibility for Development of a Nuclear Reactor Pressure
Vessel Flaw Distribution - Sensitivity Analysis and NDE
Capability
S.T. Rosinski
Sandia National Laboratories, USA

E.L. Kennedy, J.R. Foulds
Failure Analysis Associate, Menlo Park, Califorina, U5A Ref. 12

Six papers have been presented, the main problem and results are as
fo.1 lows:

Mr. Kari Törrönen gave information about the topics and main con-
clusions from the NEA/CSNI Workshop on the safety behaviour of RPVs
that was held on October 8-9 in Espoo, Finland. Largest accent was
put on characterization, qualification, detection and quantification
of different degradation mechanisms of RPV-materials. Next importance
was given to NDT methods for flaw detection and sizing as well as for
material degradation. Detection directory on RPVs, probabilistic frac-
ture mechanics is sometimes needed by regulatory bodies (for licens-
ing renewal), sometimes useful for sensitivity analysis.

Mr. Pichon informed about the "lifetime project" carried out by EdF on
economic and technical basis and analysing the assessment of 900 MWe PWR
RPVs. The results from analysis of material degradation - irradiation
embrittlement from many surveillance capsules have been compared with
FIS and Reg. Guide 1.99 trend lines. Further steps are taken in the
analysis neutron dosimetry and calculations improvement as well as
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in fracture mechanics, methodology improvement and application.
After evaluation of ongoing results and actions the next step will
be extended to 1300 MWe RPVs.

Mr. Dragunov summarized results from research programmes and on-site
(heat treatment) recovery annealing of RPVs of first generation WWER
440 MWe. Main results shewed to a temperature and time dependence of
recovery level on the basis of transition temperature shift determi-
nation. Detailed information was given on electric furnace and measure-
ments during annealing and on results from several RPVs.

Mr. G. Karzov presented approaches and experimental results that were
carried out in the USSR for WWER RPVs lifetime assessment and regu-
latory aspects. Wide programme on fracture resistance (brittle fatigue),
corrosion assisted crack growth, irradiation embrittlement of base
metal, welding joints and cladding was carried out as well as testing
of large model vessels and RPV parts to ascertain lifetime and appro-
priate fracture assessment approaches.

Mr. Vishkarev reviewed research programmes and their results of ir-
radiation embrittlement of materials for WWER 1000 MWe RPVs. Study was
concentrated to the qualification of the effect of residual elements
and irradiation temperature of Ni-Cr-Mo-V type of steel (of high Ni
content). Comparison of irradiation effects in this steel was done with
ASTM steels (A 533 B) and equivalence in industrial steels behaviour was
shown.

Mr. S.T. Rosinski informed about the activities in the USA dealing
with the analysis of currently used RPV flaw distribution on the basis
of these results, results from PISC-II, density studies and fracture
mechanics, two new flaw distributions have been proposed for the US
nuclear power RPVs. Improvement of these flaw distributions will take
into account also result of ISI of RPVs.

Session 3 - Operational History, Materials and Component
Degradation Processes

(D.W. James, UK, C. Ottosson, Finland)

List of papers:

On-line Water Chemistry Monitoring for Corrosion

Prevention in Ageing Nuclear Power Plants
P. Aaltonen
Technical Research Centre of Finland, Metals Laboratory
FINLAND Ref. 13

- On the Selection of Condition Based Maintenance
for Mechanical Systems
B. Al-Nrjjar
IKP, Linköping University, SWEDEN Ref. 14
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- Reliability Information from Failure Data
K. Porn, Studsvik Nuclear AB
P.A. Åkersten, Åkersten Tillförlitlighetsteknik AB
B. Bergman, Linköping University, SWEDEN Ref. 15

- Plant Life Extension Operating Records
J.M. Royo
Centrales Nucleares del Norte, S.A., NUCLENOR, SPAIN Ref. 16

Continuous Monitoring and Surveillance Techniques -
An Important Aspect in the Assessment of Nuclear Power
Plant Ageing and Life Extension
M. Maurer
Direction Générale Science, Recherche et Développement
CEC Ref. 17

(This paper will be published separately.)

P. Aaltonen discussed on-line water chemistry monitoring of PWR and
BWR primary circuits. He compared the relative merits of material
testing in simulated environments with tests on specimen inserted
directly in the circuit. He also stressed the importance of monitor-
ing water chemistry at elevated temperatures relevant to the plant.
Water chemistry control is not yet fully automated for the plant de-
scribed. Prognoses of time-to-failure is used to modifv water chemis-
try and as a guide to component inspection.

B. Al-Najjar discussed statistical methods for condition monitoring
of mechanical systems and components. The information is used to
guide maintenance decisions. Application of the method is restricted
to time-dependent failure of components for which there is already
a considerable failure data base. It is of limited value when applied
to vital safety-related components for which the probability of fail-
ure must be very small. Nevertheless its cost-effective application
to many other systems is clearly demonstrated.

P.A. Åkersten, B. Bergman and K. Porn explained how reliability in-
formation could be obtained from failure data using a Bayesian form
of analysis they termed "Bayes Emperical Bayes". Much of the data
base is collected in a small but extremely useful, "Reliability
Data Handbook" by Bento et al 1985. Although the data is based on
Swedish nuclear power plants it must also contain information of value
to other operators bearing in mind that many components are common to
a number of power plant designs. Different operating conditions and
environments would have to be taken into consideration, of course,
but there might be some merit in extending such a data base on an
international level.

J.M. Royo described some of the problems he had experienced in a
Plant Life Extension exercise for the SMG plant in Spain. The project
started in 1987 and is far from complete but certain important messages
are already clear. First there needs to be a systematic approach to
data collection, reduction, presentation and preservation from the
time at which design and construction commences. Manufacturers' draw- {
ings and test certificates are just as important as subsequent main-
tenance and operational records. J
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Data management is a major responsibility for the plant owner and
should be carried out continuously not just when a safety-related
operational threat arises or, as in the present case, when 200 km
of records had to be examined as a part of the PLEX exercise. Fortu-
nately an IAEA consultants Group produced a draft report for comments
in July -89, which addresses the question of data collection and
records keeping.

M.M. Maurer also touched the same topic by referring to a report pre-
pared by R.W. Nichols for the CEC. The paper is quite comprehensive
and represents a state-of-the-art survey of the monitoring of:

1. Operational Parameters

2. Changes in Material Properties

3. Development of Structural Damage

M. Maurer concentrated on No. 1 but also referred to the role of
Acoustic Emission, in No. 3, concluding that it should be used with
caution. The absence of AE does not mean that cracks are not present
or growing.

Session 4 - Forecasting Material Degradation

(L .A. Simpson, Canada, Kjell °ettersson, Sweden)

List of papers:

- Analysis of SCC Fracture Probability in Ageing BWR-plants
G. Marquis, K. Simola
Technical Research Centre of Finland, Metals Laboratory
FINLAND Ref. 18

- Degradation of the Properties of Stainless Steels on
Influence of Long-Proceeding of High Temperatures and
Mechanical Loads
E. Hajewska
Institue of Atomic Energy, Department of Reactor s

Materials, POLAND Ref. 19

The Possibilities of the Examination of the Properties
of Construction Materials after Irradiation at the
Institute of Atomic Energy in Swierk, Poland -.•
W. Szteke, T. Wagner
Institute of Atomic Energy, Department of Reactor Materials
POLAND Ref. 20

- Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics for Nuclear Reactor
Applications
F. Nilsson
Department of Solid Mechanics, Royal Institute of
Technology, SWEDEN Ref. 21 J



This session consisted of four papers, two from Poland and one
each from Finland and Sweden. Two dealt with probabilistic assess-
ment procedures using examples related to stress corrosion cracking
of stainless steel. One of the Polish papers reviewed the metallur-
gical changes which can cause degradation of stainless steel in ser-
vice and the second paper described a test reactor and new hot cells
in Poland which could be used to monitor degradation of components in
any new reactor that might be built in Poland.

E. Hajewska (Poland) reviewed the metallurgical changes in austenitic
stainless steels that degrade the material in service. The major con-
cerns cover the precipitation of interstitial atoms (which could nor-
mally occur during heat treatment at 500 C and above but may be a
risk at lower temperatures given the long design lifetime of nuclear
power stations, especially in the welds which have possibly seen rel-
evant heat treatments). The precipitation of delta ferrite was also
a concern, while susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking was the
most serious problem. These could also degrade other properties such
as toughness and fatigue resistance. Mitigation measures included con-
trol of interstitials addition of stabilizing elements and good chem-
istry control, particularly controlling the Cl ion content.

G. Marguis and K. Simola (Finland) described how they had applied the
PRAISE computer code to simulate an ageing effect (SCO in stainless
steel piping. Probability density functions of such variables as
degree of sensitization (to SCC), residual stress level and location
of initiation site were used to determine the time to an initiation
event and to propagate to a crack length of 2 mm.

Sensitivity analyses were performed to determine when the degradation
rate is effected by changes in the input variables (when deterministic
input was used). Oxygen concentration in the coolant was particularly
important in the start up. Other important factors effecting life was
sensitization and higher level of residual stresses.

With most of the damage occuring during start up transients consider-
able improvement in life can be achieved by decreasing the number of
start ups and/or shortening the transient times. The fact that the
program does not consider Cl" ions was of some concern.

W. Szteke (Poland) described facilities in Poland which will provide
materials testing support when Poland has its own nuclear power
stations. They include a research reactor with a loap for materials
irradiation and a new hot cell facility for mechanical testing and
related activities.

F. Nilsson (Sweden) described application of probabilistic fracture
mechanics approaches to failure life prediction. Such calculations
are needed for probabilistic risk assessments, planning of inspection
procedures and may provide useful support for licensing situations.
He described three calculation methods and the advantage of each and
indicated good agreement is generally seen between the Monte Carlo
approaches. He continued that it is not possible to include incon-
ceivables or unanticipated events in the analysis and this could com-



pletely dominate the analysis making it of little value. He also
illustrated concerns when one needs to extrapolate a data base from
the regions where ground data is available to the tail of the distri-
bution when the failure incidences are rare. He showed an example re-
lated to an SCC failure. It was very sensitive to the initial crack
length distribution. A possible conclusion was that the inspection
interval should be reduced.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

General

It was felt that longer presentation and discussion time should be
allowed for papers. It was also felt that, because of the importance
of the subject, specialists meetings should be held on a regular
basis and other allied specialists meetings should include a section
on lifetime assurance programmes.

Session 1

1.1 To allow for a common understanding and to evaluate the degree
of conservatism comparisons of fatigue life, assessments using
different design standards should be performed under the auspices
of IAEA for selected operational environments (loading, geometries),

1.2 The IAEA should establish records related to degradation of
specific component to facilitate a bench mark of component
degradation.

1.3 Methodologies should be developed to establish priorities for
future research and development relating to ageing management
(e.g. steam generator tube degradation).

1.4 The IAEA should arrange further international meetings and
exchanges are proposed to evaluate component life management.

Session 2

2.1 Comparison of reactor pressure vessel lifetime assessment
approaches and methods should be performed under the auspices
of the IAEA to select the most appropriate methods.

2.2 Study of long-term material degradation effects and transform-
ation of these results to RPV lifetime assessment should be
continued.

2.3 The IAEA should encourage the improvement in NDT methods with
respect to defect detection and sizing as well as to material
degradation (inc. recovery) characterization that is of high
interest.

2.4 The IAEA should consider the creation of international data bases
on irradiation embrittlement (surveillance programmes), ageing
and detected flaws and defects with the aim of improvning trend
curves and defect distribution functions.
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2.5 The IAEA should hold a specialists meeting on probabilistic
fracture mechanics.

2.6 Additional emphasis should be put by IAEA on mitigation aspects
of ageing and actions, especially in collecting and analyzing
international experience.

Session 3

3.1 The IAEA should develop a common method for ranking critical
components taking into account safety and economic consider-
ations and making full use of existing methodologies.

3.2 The IAEA should arrange a TCM at which the IAEA consultants
group presents its draft report on "Data collection and record-
keeping". This should encourage a full consideration of the best
features of methods developed by plant owners and establish a
common system.

3.3 The analyses of reliability data should be standardized so as
to assist prognosis.

3.4 The Swedish "Reliability Data Handbook" could be used as a
model for other plant owners, with an eventual aim of producing
an international version.

3.5 Guidelines are required for monitoring and control of water
chemistry in reactor loops.

3.6 Methods should be developed for characterising local environ-
mental conditions in stagnant and low flow regions in reactor
coolant circuits. Such information is far more relevant to the
initiation of environmentally assisted cracking than bulk water
chemistry parameters.

3.7 The IAEA should encourage the development of condition monitoring
in its most general form, but methods are required to minimize
the number of spurious (unnecssary) plant trips (scrams).

Session 4

4.1 PFM/PSA should serve a supporting rather than a lead role in
the regulation and plant management process. It should not
serve as the sole basis for such decisions.

4.2 Models for degradation of materials such as IGSCC in BWR piping
should be validated against field experience.

4.3 When considering plant life extension the possibility of outliers
(i.e. new forms of degradation, unexpected flaw locations) needs
to be evaluated. New methodologies need to be developed.

4.4 The IAEA should be encouraged to standardize reporting and col-
lection of data including ISI results on degradation mechanisms
(IGSCC, IRRA) embrittlement, etc.
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PLANT LIFETIME ASSURANCE

AN OVERVIEW OF ABB ATOM ACTIVITIES

3 Engström, R Ivars and E Legath

ABB Atom Västerås, Sweden

1. INTRODUCTION

Many programs are under way in the nuclear industry to maintain high plant
capacity factors in the face of ageing phenomena in the plants, and to enable
them to be operated for as long as it can be done safely and economically. In
Sweden and Finland the utilities and vendors co-operate in various activities in
which plant lifetime assurance is a major factor. The incentive for the utilities
to embark on such programs is obvious, since the present value of adding or
loosing one year of operation to the life of the plant is of the order of 200
M$(1000 MWe unit). If the capacity factor during one year can be increased by
1 %, the economic gain is of the order of 2 M$.

Our program is focused on maintaining high availability and capacity factors and
to assure that the condition of plant components can be maintained in such a way
as to permit safe operation for the duration of the projected lifetime, or beyond.
High annual capacity reflects undisturbed plant operation without undue transient
loads to systems and components, and is thus beneficial in supporting or extending
plant life.

In this paper ABB Atom participation in activities related to plant lifetime
assurance will be described briefly. They apply to the 11 BWR plants delivered by
ABB Atom as well as to foreign plants. The programs are carried out in co-
operation with the utilities operating these plants, including primarily the Swedish
Sate Power Board, OKG AB, Southern Sweden Power Supply, and Teollisuuden
Voima Oy (Finland).



2. INCREASED PLANT AVAILABILITY AND CAPACITY

Maintaining cost effective energy output is a key activity of the utility operating
organisation. The analytical work in this area will be pursued intensively for as
long as the plants are operating. In Sweden, experience of plant disturbances and
other observations are provided by each utility and are fed back to all utilities,
using the computer-based ERF-system of the Swedish Nuclear Training and Safety
Center (1). The results of the analysis and evaluations are implemented in diverse
technical and procedural areas, including training, maintenance, and hardware
modifications.

Two specific areas of improvement will be mentioned as examples of the more
conspicuous results:

- Reduction of scram frequencies
- Reduction of the planned (annual) outage periods

2.1 Reduction of scram frequencies

Reduction of disturbances that lead to plant shutdown results in direct improve-
ment of plant availability. The concurrent decrease of the frequency of transient
loads including temperature change also reduces the likelihood for component
fatigue and thus tends to maintain plant life.

ABB Atom has participated with utilities in a comprehensive program with a
view to reduce scram frequencies at the BWR plants. The success of the program
is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the development of availability
and capacity factors through the years. Scram frequencies, shown in Figure 2,
have been reduced from 10-20 annual scrams as typical values during the first
part of the seventies to about 1-3 inadvertant scram occurrences in recent years.
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Figure 1: Annual availability and capacity factors, ABB Atom BWRs
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Figure 2: Average number of annual scrams at ABB Atom BWRs

2.2 Reduction of the planned outage periods

The refuelling outage periods in Nordic reactors usually take place annually during
the summer season. 18 months' cycles have been practiced to a lesser extent.
The scheduled outage activities, including maintenance, are carefully planned by
the utilities.

The BWRs built by ABB Atom have been designed to facilitate refuelling and
maintenance activities. This includes spacious layout that provides easy access
to components and systems, separation of high and low radiation areas, and
measures against build up of radioactivity in plant systems. Occupational radiation
exposures are well below 2 man Sievert per plant year.

Figure 3 illustrates the reduction of the outage duration in the plants delivered
by ABB Atom. Many factors have contributed to the achievement, including:

- a suitable design
- comprehensive and detailed planning
- feed-back of experience from each plant to all others
- optimization of inspection and maintenance intervals
- businesslike interaction among the utility, regulator and main supplier.

The development of principles for preventive maintenance during plant operation
should also contribute to reducing the outage duration (2).
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Figure 3: ABB Atom BWR refuelling outages, average shutdown time

3. LIFE ASSURANCE OF SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Programs designed to maintain systems and components in a good condition should
be systematic and planned with foresight. The utilities conduct several such
programs in which ABB Atom is a participant. ABB Atom also provides proposals
and executes several projects in this area. Several such programs have been de-
scribed by others (3, k).

Many different ageing phenomena can contribute to failures that lead to extended
plant outage or even threaten to shorten the projected lifetime of the plant.
Typical failure mechanisms include

- corrosion (IGSCC, IASCC)
- embrittlement (plastics, rubber)
- vibration, thermal cycling, fatigue
- wear-out, erosion
- severe environment, humidity, temperature
- impurities
- synergistic phenomena

These factors have to be studied and understood. In several cases, adequate
understanding of the mechanisms can only be gained in the course of supporting
laboratory tests and research programs.



A plant life assurance program logically includes the following tasks:

- Identify life threatening factors
- Describe ageing phenomena
- Map systems and components of importance to plant life
- Ensure replacability of obsolete equipment
- Investigate repairability of vital components and welds. Estimate outage

times for repair
- Augment prophylactic measures
- Prepare for repair and replacement.

A few examples of activities in fields related to plant life assurance are
summarized in the subsequence. Figure t illustrates a simplified logical plan
developed by ABB Atom.

3.1 Inspection and record-keeping

Inspection of plant components is important to discover faults that may need
repair or replacement. Recently, the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, in co-
operation with the industry, has modified the rules for inservice inspection (151)
of the Swedish nuclear power plants. The new rules pay increased attention to
the safety significance of the systems and components to be inspected. A piping
system is given a "fracture index" that reflects the probability of pipe failure,
and a " consequence index", that determines the seriousness of a rupture to plant
safety. The extent and frequency of ISI is then governed by both factors. As a
result, there is a shift in the inspection plans towards more emphasis on systems
inside containment.

Identify aging phenomena

t
Identify critical components
welds, materials etc.

t
Estimate remaining life

Select measures:
• Prophylaxis
• Repair/replacement

t
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Input from plant
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Evaluate impact on
availability

Determine need for
supporting R&D

Extend prophylactic
measures

Prepare and implement
repair/replacement

Figure k: General Plan for plant lifetime assurance



The need for early initiation of activities that monitor the usage factors of plant
components has been emphasized (3). It is necessary to keep record of plant tran-
sients that may subject primary pipes, pressure vessel studs and other components
to stresses due to temperature shocks, vibration, or other phenomena. Utilities
pay increased attention to record keeping in this area, in order to determine the
fatigue history and the realistic life time loads on the components of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary.

ABB Atom has provided an automated system to monitor significant transients.
This forms a basis for determining the mechanical status of the pipes and compo-
nents of interest. A computer controlled recording system is used. The computer
starts recording a transient upon pre-determined values of certain parameters
(such as massf low, temperature changes, etc), and stores recorded parameters on
tape. A large number of transients are stored, and the history of the transients
can be printed out on demand. The computer governed transients recording system
saves operator time and stores a great number of data in a tiny space. The system
is now in operation in the three Forsmark BWR units.

3.2 Inspection and repair of reactor internals

In the early eighties, a systematic study of failure mechanisms and cracking risks
for internal parts and reactor pressure vessel nozzles was made on request by
the operating organisation of the Swedish State Power Board for the Ringhals 1
plan. The analysis indicated that stress corrosion cracking is the dominant failure
mode for these components. Components with a higher-than-average damage
probability were identified, and recurrent inspections were recommended as
being the adequate measure in the near-term.

A more extensive program in this area has been undertaken with another BWR
built by ABB Atom. The investigation covers the more important reactor internal
parts, pressure vessel nozzles and safe ends. The program is pursued in the
following logical steps:

- Risk analysis (considering material status, loads, environmental factors incl.
radiation)

- Estimation of useful life

- Identification of "acceptable damage" with consideration of crack propagation

- Suggestions on improved inspection methods

- Recommendations on methods of repair/replacement

The penetrations in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) below the core are of par-
ticular interest, since leaks in this area can cause a loss-of-coolant accident. In
1988, the Swedish BWR utilities, with Southern Sweden Power Supply (Sydkraft)
as a leading partner, embarked on a research program that is designed to facilitate
inspection of RPV penetrations, enable temporary repair, and suggest permanent
repair methods (the IRIS project). The emphasis in the project is on methods and
equipment for inspection of all important welds.



An inspection of stub welds of the CRDs and other penetrations at the bottom
part of the RPV is planned to be carried out during the 1991 annual revision of a
selected plant.

On several occations, ABB Atom has been engaged in repair work on BWRs,
including repair close to the reactor core. This experience is invaluable as it
provides know-how for the solution of similar problems that may occur in the
future. Particularly, repair work on reactor internals tends to extend outage
time and hence has to be very well planned in advance and carried out under the
pressure of time without degradation of safety and reliability.

Examples of significant repair and replacement work on BWRs conducted by ABB
Atom include:

- Feedwater sparger (Oskarshamn 1)

- Core grid replacement

- Design and installation of thermal mixers (inside and outside containment)

- Design of a device that inhibits flow vortex formation adjacent to main steam
isolation valves (Ringhals 1)

- Repair of core spray coupling inside reactor (Wiirgassen)

- Repair of a minute crack in a feedwater RPV nozzle (Forsmark)

The last-mentioned item is of particular interest, since no similar repair equally
close to the reactor core has been made before. The location of the crack is
shown in Figure 5. It was discovered in 1985. Although it did not affect material
strength, the Forsmark management decided to have the nozzle repaired. A full-
scale mock-up of the affected part of the feedwater pipe was built, in which
special tools could be tested and evaluated. The mock-up was also used for veri-
fication and training of work procedures.

To seal the inlet of the nozzle to the reactor vessel, a special plug was designed.
A TV-camera and lights were placed in the plug. A radiation shield was manu-
factured and placed between the plug and the fuel core. While this repair was
carried out, refuelling of the reactor was under way at the same time.

Using equipment for spark erosion, a boat sample was taken from the damaged
part of the Inconel 182 weld. The damage was milled out and the excavation was
welded with new material. After the weld had been checked and approved by the
authorities, a thin layer was removed by milling around the pipe, and new
material was welded on.

After 10 days of intensive work, the repair was successfully completed.

The experience from these and other activities demonstrate that BWR reactor
internals and other components can be repaired and improved in an effective and
reliabe manner that preserves the good condition of these important parts.
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3.3 Hydrogen water chemistry

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) has beeen identified as the main
failure mechanism in austenitic steel piping in operating BWRs. New reactors
may avoid it due to improvement in material selection. ABB Atom, in cooperation
with the Swedish utilities, has completed a long term research program in this
area including studies of corrosion mechanisms and selection of means to inhibit
IGSCC in primary piping. The recommended measure to prevent IGSCC is to
implement "Hydrogen Water Chemistry" (HWC) for reactor operation. This in-
volves hydrogen injection to the feed water system which leads to a strong sup-
pression of the oxydizing species in the reactor coolant. There is a concurrent
decrease of the electrochemical potential which is sufficient to inhibit IGSCC
(5).

The HWC mode of operation was introduced in the early eighties in the Swedish
BWRs. At present the Ringhals 1 and Forsmark 1 and 2 plants apply HWC operation
on a routine basis, and another three plants are being prepared.



3.<f Life assurance of electric components

In the field of electric systems and components a multitude of measures related
to life assurance have been completed or are in progress, including:

- Environmental qualification of cables and components

- Investigation of ageing phenomena in cables to determine their useful lives

- Cable replacement inside containment

- Ageing study and testing of control rod drive motors in accident environment

- Investigation of electrical containment penetrations and their resistance to
high pressure.

- Measures to ensure electrical equipment cooling.

The ABB Atom BWRs are characterized by easy access and replacability of
electric components in most areas. Our efforts emphasize development and
acquisition of components with long life under postulated environmental con-
ditions, particularly with respect to those areas, such as reactor containment,
where replacement is more complicated.

i*. CONCLUSION

Efforts to increase plant capacity and maintain or extend plant lifetime should
go hand in hand. In Sweden and Finland, significant achievements have been
made, reflected in annual availability factors around 90 % for the BWR plants.
Ageing phenomena are studied within various research projects, and diagnostic
methods are developed. Prophylactic measures are taken when needed, for example
by introducing hydrogen water chemistry for the BWRs. Methods for repair and
replacement are also developed in order to be prepared in the event of component
failure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of the project Reliability Assessment of Main-
tenance in Nuclear Power Plants (IKÄ) is to facilitate evaluation of
failures, ageing, preventive maintenance, testing and inspection of
components and piping in nuclear power plants by use of reliability
methods. This project is performed as a part of a larger Finnish
research program on Nuclear Power Plant Structural Integrity [1],
run by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT). A part of
this project is also connected to the Nordic research program on
"Terotechnology 1988-90" [2]. Probabilistic and reliability engi-
neering methods are developed, tested or adapted for practical use
in co-operation with the Finnish utilities and the regulatory body
in the IKÄ project. The results from probabilistic safety assess-
ments (PSA) and operating experience are evaluated for selection of
case study objects, the failures of which are significant from the
plant's safety [3, 4]) or availability point of view. The main
objectives of the IXÄ project (1990-94) can be divided into detailed
objectives as follows.

2. OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

(1) Ageing of equipment and piping (IKÄ-1). The aim is to develop
and adapt probabilistic and reliability methods for systematic
analysis and evaluation of failure observations and ageing phenomena
in equipment, machines and piping in operating plants. These methods
include also specific data treatment methods such as trend analysis
[5]. The methods are tested and made more efficient in practical
case studies, which also contribute to improvements in maintenance
programs and failure information systems at involved nuclear power
plants.

(2) Maintenance and inspection strategies (IKÄ-2). The aim is to
develop and test methods for planning of preventive maintenance
programs ana optimal inspection and repair strategies. The result
may be identification of applicable and effective preventive main-
tenance tasks or optimization of maintenance or inspection intervals
[6] from safety and availability point of view. The aim connected to
the practical case studies is also to make the relatively large and
slow analysis and documentation effort more effective in order to
facilitate larger application of methods found useful.

(to be continued on the second page)
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3. ACHIEVED OR EXPECTED UTILIZATION OF RESULTS

3.1 Achieved results

(1) Failure and repair data of motor operated closing valves in four
safety related systems of TVO 1 and 2 BWR plants have been analyzed.
The most valves analyzed were containment isolation valves. Failure
mode and effects analysis (FMEA) and Maintenance Effects and Criti-
cality Analysis (MECA), commonly used in design stage, were used for
systematic analysis of failure reporting. These qualitative analyses
were checked by maintenance and reliability personnel at the plant.
Approximately 50 % of all 181 faults (in 104 valves) during
1981-1989 were identified as clearly age-related. Results also in-
dicated a potential problem of incorrect torque switch settings due
to drifting, incorrect calibration or incorrect design specifica-
tions. The problem is recognized at the plant and a new testing
system is under consideration. The overhaul of valve actuators has
also been expanded (Enclosure 1 ) .

(2) Reliability Centered Maintenance (PCM) is a reliability analysis
methodology used in aviation industry to construct a preventive
maintenance program, in which maintenance resources are directed in
effective manner (Enclosure 2 ) . The RCM analysis consists of several
steps, including a Logic Tree Analysis (LTA) for identification of
applicable and effective preventive maintenance and testing tasks
from safety, availability or economical of view.

A case study was performed, in which the functional failures and the
preventive maintenance program of the control rod equipment of a
nuclear power reactor were analyzed using RCM method. The recom-
mended maintenance tasks did not substantially differ from those
adapted during the plants1 operational history of 10 years. Due to
the safety significance of the control rod system and possible nega-
tive impact on the plants* power production availability, the pre-
ventive maintenance (PM) program had already been constructed care-
fully by the supplier and trimmed further by the utility. A comple-
mentary quantitative analysis would probably rank the maintenance
tasks and give more room for PM adjustments, especially concerning
maintenance intervals.

At this stage the qualitative RCM-procedure seems to be suitable for
maintenance planning of functionally complicated systems at the
design stage or of operating systems with too high proportion of
corrective maintenance.

It also appeared that integrated computerized methods should be
further developed in connection to a suitable new application, in
order to reduce the large analysis effort otherwise needed, (enclo-
sure 2) .

3.2 Expected results

Report on the RCM method and experiences of its uses will prepared.
Methods suitable for ageing and trend analysis of faults and prob-
abilistic models suitable for optimization of maintenance strategies
of equipment will be studied and documented. Additional practical
case studies related to component operating experiences and main-
tenance or inspection stategies of equipment will be performed.
Methods for piping reliability analysis are studied and tested. VTT
is also planning to participate in "IAEA Pilot studies on the evalu-
ation and management of safety aspects of nuclear power plant
ageing". The method development tasks and case studies are needed to



provide an input for planning of a reliability part for a Nuclear
Power Plant Life Assurance Program.

The outcome of the previous tasks is planned to be summarized and
concluded in a final report on Maintenance, ageing and reliability
methods in a nuclear power plant.
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ABSTRACT

The analysis of operating experience, e.g. failure and maintenance data, gives valuable information
on components behaviour in its operational environment. This knowledge can be used to reveal
weaknesses in component and plan more effective maintenance practices and improve the component
reliability. The efficient use of operating experiences requires systematic data collection systems,
which are widely used in nuclear industry. For data analyses, both qualitative and quantitative
methods are available in reliability engineering.

In this paper, we demonstrate an analysis of motor operated valve operating experiences of four safety
related systems in TVO I and II. The data consists of nearly 200 failure and maintenance
descriptions, which have been reported during the observation period 1.1.1981-31.12.1989. The
analyses cover failures of both the valve itself and its electromechanical actuator.

Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) and maintenance effects and criticality analysis (MECA)
are used as operating experience analysis methods. Classifications were made on valve parts, failure
modes, causes, effects, detection, and criticality, and recurring failure causes and significant problem
areas in valve operability were studied. The failure and maintenance descriptions are documented on
particular FMEA and MECA sheets, from which data is easily retrievable and undatable for further
analyses. As examples of quantitative studies, statistical analyses concerning repair and unavailability
times and failure trends are demonstrated.

1 INTRODUCTION

A study on motor operated closing valve failures in four safety systems of two boiling water reactor
(BWR) plants in Finland is reported. This study has been initiated from previous results of motor
operated valve (MOV) studies of Finnish and Swedish BWRs performed within the NKA/RAS-450
project.1 Analyses showed notable variations in the number of valve failures between plants and their
systems. The comparison of test and accident conditions revealed some significant deviations in
operating conditions and thus the reliability of some MOVs can be questioned in real demand
situations.2 The classification and description of failures in the failure reporting system is also in
some cases incomplete or misleading and a careful qualitative study would be required before
quantitative analyses and drawing conclusions on significant problem areas.

The reports of TVO I & II plants failure reporting system have been analysed in detail. Totally 181
reported failure events in altogether 104 valves have been re-analysed and sorted according to a new
classification developed for the MOV. The failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) method is used
for qualitative analyses. Additionally the repair actions are studied by a maintenance effects and
criticality analysis (MECA). These analyses have been performed by filling and storing FMEA and
MECA sheets in a computerized spread-sheet data base from which the information is obtainable for
further statistical analyses. Quantitative analyses concerning repair and unavailability times and failure
trends were performed and agcing-relatcd failures were surveyed.



The paper is based on the work done within tlic Nordic Tcrotcchnology program lunded by the Nordic-
Industrial fund, and the project "Reliability Assessment of Maintenance in Nuclear Power Plants"
which is funded by the Ministry of Trade and Industry in Finland.

2 MOTOR OPERATED CLOSING VALVE DATA

The valve operating experience from the TVO I and II nuclear power units has been the basis for
this study. The data have been obtained from the plant failure reporting system and include the
failure events reported between 1.1.1981 - 31.12.1989. Totally 104 (52 at each plant) motor operated
closing valves in four safety systems have been considered. 72 of these valves are external isolation
valves - among the remaining 32 valves there are 16 back-up valves for external isolation valves and
16 "normal" closing valves. The systems and valve types are described in detail in Eriksen &
Knochcnhauer2 and short descriptions are given here.

The studied valves arc located in the following safety systems (the system identification code is given
in brackets):

- Shut-down cooling system (321)
- Containment vessel spray system (322)
- Core spray system (323)
- Auxiliary feed water system (327)

The systems 322, 323 and 327 have a 4x50% subsystem structure and design capacity. These three
systems are in stand-by during normal plant operation. The shut-down cooling system (321) is
continuously operating because it has additionally the reactor water cleaning function. In this system
321 the operational position of the valves is open, and there is a continuous water flow through these
four closing valves.

The isolation valves have a dual function: they should isolate the space inside/outside the containment
tightly from each others on possible accident conditions, and in some plant transient or accident
conditions start up or stop the water flow in the safety system by opening or closing the valve. The
valves are thus mostly activated only in periodic tests but some valves are also activated between tests
(in system 322 one valve in each subsystem with approximately 3 day period for operational reasons).

The valves are mostly wedge gate valves, but 8 are ball valves manufactured by NELES. The gate
valves are manufactured by NAF (24) and STENBERG (72). Nominal sizes of studied valves vary
between 100 and 300 mm. The manufacturer of the actuators of all valves is AUMA and the actuator
sizes vary with closing torques from 4 up to 140 kpm.

Because the closing or opening of most of these valves is not needed during the normal plant
operation, the functional availability of valves is tested periodically. The test intervals are defined in
safety technical specifications. Additionally, valves in system 321 are tested every three months and
most valves in other three systems are tested each month. A tightness test is performed to all these
valves once a year during the revision outage.

Preventive maintenance of MOVs includes overhaul of actuators every 10 years. An overhaul/repair
of a valve is done if the result of annual tightness test is not approved. In order to get more
information on the condition of different types of valves, overhaul is made randomly for some
individual valves. Depending on the results of random overhaul the maintenance is concentrated to
the necessary valves.

The valve failure data is obtained from the failure reporting system of TVO power plants. The
system contains information on failure events in a coded form and time points related to the detection
of failure and repair actions. In addition to classified and coded information, reports include also
short descriptions of failure and repair in plain language. The data in failure reporting system are
further transmitted to the ATV-system' which stores data from Swedish nuclear power plants and
Finnish BWR units.



The data collected during the observation period of nine years include totally 181 reported events in
67 valves. No failures were reported for 37 valves studied. 120 failures arc reported from TVO 1
and the remaining 61 from TVO 2. These failure events include failures detected in the valve
actuator and its electric power supply and control systems, too.

3 ANALYSIS METHODS

The failure reports arc First studied qualitatively using failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) and
maintenance effects and criticality analysis (MECA) methods. These methods, especially FMEA are
widely used in reliability engineering, and usually applied in design stage to identify the possible
failure modes and their impact. The basic idea in FMEA is to systematically "think through" the
possible failure mechanisms and their effects on the system and list them in a form of a table on
specific FMEA sheets. The procedure for FMEA is described in an IEC standard4. In connection
with the FMEA, the maintenance actions and the effects of the isolation of the maintenance object can
be analysed using MECA.'

In this study, the qualitative analysis methods arc used primarily to classify the failures and repair
actions reported in the plant failure reporting system. Before the reports arc analysed, a specific
classification for failures was formed in order to identify valve parts failed, failure modes, causes,
effects and ways of failure detection. This classification was further completed and updated during
the analysis of failure reports.

This follow-up analysis of failure and repair information is rewritten on FMEA and MECA sheets of
each individual valve. Thus the failure and maintenance history is systematically presented for each
valve individually in its own FMEA and MECA sheet stored in a microcomputer using a spread-
sheet data base. In addition to separate sheets, all the information concerning 181 failure events is
collected in one large file enabling quick updating or selection of desired information and calculations.
Calculated results are automatically updated if changes are made in FMEA or MECA sheets. The
accomplishment of statistical analyses is helped by using coding in classification. The description of
FMEA and MECA sheets is given in chapter 4.

After the analysis and classification of reported failures and repair actions, further statistical analyses
can easily be applied. Statistical analyses of the collected data include quantification of failed
subcomponents, failure modes and effectiveness of failure detection, estimation of repair and
unavailability time distributions, and failure trend analyses based on the parameter estimation of the
Weibull process. The computer codes used in these analyses are described in detail by Huovinen6.

4 CLASSIFICATION FOR FMEA AND MECA

Examples of FMEA and MECA sheets are presented in Figure 1. The header of each sheet contains
general information on the valve: identification, function, type, size, manufacturer, and activation
interval. Additionally, the name of the analyst(s) and date of analysis is included. The activation
interval is given as the same as the test interval, except for some valves that are activated for
operational purposes often between tests.

FMEA sheets contain information on the failed item and the cause, mode, effect and detection of the
failure. Additionally, one column is reserved for comments. Under the titles of columns, a
classification into specified groups was made in order to facilitate the statistical analysis. These
classifications are defined in more detail in the subsections of this chapter. The classification used in
this study has been developed specifically for the motor operated valves. This contrasts to the
classification of the plant failure reporting system which is common for all kind of components and
thus less problem-specific.

In MECA sheets for maintenance analyses, the item and date of failure from the FMEA are repeated.
Repair actions arc described and information on required safe isolation of the repair object from the



line opcrabiliiy, failure crilicality and time duraiions related to repair and unavailability of the valve
arc given.
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4.1 Division into subcomponents

The valve (including the actuator) is divided into 12 subcomponents. These items were defined so
that each reported failure can be assigned to one hardware item. The mechanical valve itself icludes
following five parts: stem, bonnet packings, stem packings, slide and sealing surfaces, and leakage
piping. The bonnet and stem packings arc considenul together if their separation in the identification
of the failed item is not possible.

The division of valve into electrical and electromechanical subcomponents follows the T-book7, but
with some deviations. In our study the electrical equipment for an individual valve are classified as
follows: gear box, torque switch, limit switches, switchgear equipment, circuit board, electric
motor, and indications and push buttons. Switchgear equipment includes fuses, relays, contactors
and the power supply cables to the motor. Logic and automation for control of the valve are partly
included in the class of circuit board.



The breakdown of the motor operated valve into subcomponents is presented in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Breakdown of a MOV into subcomponents failed.

42 Failure modes

In the classification of failure modes only the most typical modes related to failed items are specified.
The typical failure modes of bonnet and stem packings are leakages. Lack of stem lubrication may
cause mechanical stiffness in the stem and cause a torque trip of the actuator because the torque
needed to open the stuck valve exceeds the torque setting. Also the valve may be stuck due to dirt
and sediment accumulated to the slide and hinder the opening of the valve. Failure mode related to
slide and sealing surfaces is a leak from sealing surfaces through the valve detected in tightness test.

The failure mode associated with the torque switch is a torque switch trip which cuts the power
supply to the electric actuator and stops the operation of the valve. As already was mentioned also
mechanical stiffness of the stem can cause trip of the torque switch and it is difficult to separate if
the torque switch or stem was incorrect during the trip. During the stan of the normal close/open
cycle for a valve there is a hammerflow load that may be very high and thus could exceed the torque
switch setting, in this analysis, failures to open/close due to a torque trip arc classified as torque
failures only if new adjustment of torque setting was required.

Wrong positioning of limit switch results in valve to stop in inadaquate position. It may cut the
power supply to the actuator too early. On the contrary', it can lead to a torque switch trip. Also
loosening of contacts or mechanical stiffness of limit switch can cause faulty operation of limit
switch.

Voltage cut-off means in most cases that the power supply to motor actuator was terminated by some
cause. Often the poor contacts of contactor due to the dirt and oxidation cut off the power supply
to the actuator motor. Missing or wrong control means that indications lamps or push buttons
operate uncorrccily.



Oilier failures that can not be classified in any more specific group arc collected under the mode fault
in electrical or mechanical items.

Human factors include e.g. temporary repairs which require later on corrective actions, or positioning
of a valve in a wrong position.

4J Failure cause

In the classification of failure causes, the intent is to determine the root causes of failures. Often,
however, the cause can not be identified from the original failure reports or the cause description is
clearly incorrect. In such cases it is often impossible to identifiy the cause afterwards, although the
discussions with maintenance foremen have given some help.

The most difficult aspect of the failure modes concerning the valve actuator is that they generally
cannot be translated to a specific root cause. The failures have been related to several possible areas
that include setting of limit switches and torque switches, inadequate operation of protective devices,
possible deficiencies in maintenance procedures or methods, incorrect assembly, misuse of equipment,
and unanticipated effect of control circuit. A major problem identified concerned incorrect torque
switch settings due to drifting, incorrect adjustment or deficient design specifications. Ageing of
torque switch springs and their greasing may also contribute to torque switch trip in an inadequate
valve posiion. These failures are indicative of a very complex interaction among the diverse
mechanical and electrical failures of an integrated valve function, separately maintained by mechanical
and electrical maintenance groups.

The principal failure cause is classified in one of 11 defined groups. These groups are following: 1)
normal wear, 2) wrong adjustment, 3) mechanical damage, 4) electrical damage, 5) dirt,
oxidation, sediment and corrosion, 6) loosening, 7) vibration, 8) poor maintenance and other
human factors, 9) foreign objects, 10) design or material deficiency, and 11) unknown. Failure
causes which are not possible to identify or are not possible to clarify due to clearly erroneous
reporting are classified in the group unknown.

4.4 Effect on valve operability

The failure of a subcomponent may affect the valve operability in different ways. When the valve
is actuated, the possible effects are maloperations of the valve, i.e. not closing or not opening.
Additionally, while the valve is in stand-by, the degradation of e.g. sealings and packings may lead
to leakages. These leakages are divided into internal leakages (through the valve) and external
leakages (e.g. to the system collecting controlled leakages or out to room). In many cases, the failure
of an item has no effect to the valve operability but the effects of the repair actions on the valve
operability must still be considered. In Table 1 we present the principal failure modes related to
failure effects on valve operability.

45 Failure detection

A failure can be detected either when the valve is actuated (in test or on demand) or during the stand-
by time in local monitoring, preventive maintenance or control room monitoring. Failures
detected during opening or closing the valve are thus classified in one of the following groups:
periodical test, revision test, leakage test or on demand. Revision tests are periodical tests
performed during annual revision outage. The valve stem packings may then be subject for preventive
replacement and a part of actuators are dismantled for electric workshop tests. Preventive testing of
the actuator is done according to a plan with ten years intervals in workshop. Control-room
monitoring includes here only alarms detected outside of test and demand instants, e.g. external
leakages to system 352 (system for collection of controlled leakages). Local monitoring consists of
visual inspections and walk arounds of plant personnel.



TAHLE 1
Principal failure modes and causes related to different failure effects on valve opcrabihty

FAILURE EFFECT failure mode failure cause

DOES NOT CLOSE

DOES NOT OPEN

EXTERNAL LEAKAGE

INTERNAL LEAKAGE

wrong operation of torque switch

mechanical stiffness of stem

wrong positioning of limit switch
voltage cut-off (switchgear cq.)

wrong operation of torque switch

mechanical stiffness of stem

voltage cut-off (switchgear eq.)

leakage from bonnet or packings

leakage from sealings

wrong adjustment, drifting
dirt, oxidation
poor maintenance
wear
wrong adjustment
din, oxidation

wrong adjustment, drifting
dirt, oxidation
poor maintenance
wear
dirt, oxidation

wear
poor maintenance
material deficiency

wear
dirt
foreign objects
material deficiency

4.6 Criticality definitions

In the analyses, the reported events are classified according to their impact on component availability.
Failures directly preventing the function of the valve are called critical. Other failure events requiring
repair actions are further divided into two groups: repair critical failures prevent the valve function
during the corrective maintenance, and non critical failures are repaired without any effect on the
component operability. These definitions are illustrated in Figure 3.

FAULT

T
Is the fault CRITICAL?

YES

Component
directly
inoperable

NO

Component
operable

i
Is the fault REPAIR CRITICAL?

YES

Component
inoperable
only during
repair

NO

Component's
operability
unaffected by
fa ilure/repa ir

Fig. 3. Definition of fault and repair effects on standby component



The definition of a critical failure is not always obvious. One boundary case is an internal leakage.
Valve tightnesses arc tested during revision outages with a specific leakage test. Limits for an
allowed leakage arc determined in technical specifications, and if the leak exceeds the limit a
corrective action is undertaken. In this study, these leakages arc classified as repair critical failures.

Besides the criticality classification, the events arc divided into monitored and latent failures. This
division is needed for stand-by components in which existing failures arc often not detected before a
test or demand. Monitored failures are detected immediately e.g. by control room monitoring, while
latent failures arc revealed in tests, maintenance or on demand.

4.7 Repair and unavailability times

In the failure reporting system, the reported time instants related to failure and corrective actions arc
date of failure detection, start of repair, and return to use. Also the amount of repair work done is
expressed as man hours / number of men. In the MECA sheets, the time periods are presented as
follows:

1) undetected unavailability time
2) waiting time from failure detection to start of repair
3) man hours / number of men
4) repair time
5) total unavailability time

For non-critical failures there is no unavailability time and for repair-critical failures it is the same as
repair time. For latent critical failures, the unavailability time can not be exactly determined, because
the failure occurrence instant is not detected. Thus, the undetected unavailability is approximated by
the half of the time from earlier activation (demand or test). Total unavailability time of a critical
failure is obtained by summing the undetected unavailability time, waiting time and repair time. The
unavailability times and time instants related to failure detection and corrective actions are presented
in Figure 4.

failure detection sort ol repair raturniouM

monitored non-critical

latent non-critical

monitored repair-critical

blent repair-critical

monitored critical

latent critical

O component available

8 component unavailable

urwetected talur* one wailing »me repair (me

Fig. 4. Definitions of time periods related to corrective maintenance.

5 RESULTS OF ANALYSES

5.1 Failed subcomponents

As was described in chapter 4 the valve has been divided into 12 parts. The number of failures in
each subcomponent is presented in Figure 5. The failures detected in shut-down cooling system (321)
valves are shown separately because of the differing operational conditions (continuous water-flow) of
shut-down cooling system (321).
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The number of failures in systems 321 covers 30 % of all reported events although less than 10 %
of the studied valves are situated in system 321. A majority of all reported failure events are caused
by deficiencies in packings and sealing surfaces. Most of the bonnet anu stem packing failures and
all leakage pipe failures have occurred in system 321. In other standby systems the dominating items
are sealing surfaces and slide. On the electromechanical side torque switches, switchgear equipment
and limit switches are the main contributors to failures.

52 Way of detection of failure modes

The ways of detection of different failure modes are illustrated in Hgure 6.
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Failure detection in periodical test situations covers 65 % of reported events. In tightness tests mainly
internal leakages arc revealed, bul also some external leakages. Although revision tests represent only
10 % of all periodical tests, 40 % of failures detected in tests (tightness tests excluded) appear during
revisions. Most of llicsc failures arc such, that they can be revealed mainly in revision tests, like
rccalibrations of torque and limit switches and stiffness of stem. External leakages arc detected
mostly by control room monitoring. Visual inspections reveal some external leakages and mechanical
damages. Five failures were detected in real demand situations.

5J Failure effect on valve opcrability

As Figure 6 showed, leakages represent 50 % of all failures. Internal leakages in leakage tests have
been observed in all systems, but most of the external leakages have occurred in system 321. In fact,
almost 50 % of all external leakages have occurred in two individual valves (at TV01). Both of
these valves have been replaced in 1987 and since then no failures have occurred in mechanical items
of these new valves.

The valve operability has not been affected by 42 failure events. These failures are mostly detected
in electromechanical components.

Failures to open or close are classified as critical failures because they have prevented the correct
function of the valve. The number of such failures is 46 - about equally divided between opening
and closing failures. While in the case of all failures the dominant failed subcomponents were sealing
surfaces and packings, the critical failures are governed by incorrect torque switch functions and
contactor failures in switchgear equipment The critical failures are detected mainly in tests. 26
critical failures were detected during operating period, 4 of these on demands outside tests.

5.4 Repair actions and unavailability times

The corrective maintenance actions were not classified in the MECA sheets. However, we give here
an overview of repair activities. The corrective actions can be roughly divided into following groups:
replacement, repair, other maintenance (e.g. lubrication, cleaning) and adjustment In some cases (e.g.
some failures to open because of stuck stem), no actions are needed and only the valve motioning is
enough. Mostly corrective actions have been component repairs (e.g. slide and sealing grinding).
Adjustment is generally needed in the case of incorrect limit and torque switch settings. Failed
subcomponent is replaced in 30 cases, additionally two valves are replaced because of material
deficiency. In 20 cases, the maintenance actions are not reported.

The repair time of a failure depends on several factors. In addition to the type of failure, the failure
criticality affects the repair times: Non-critical failures do not require isolation of the repair object
from the operable system and do not cause unavailability of the valve and thus their repair duration
has only little importance. These failures are often easy to repair and thus repair times are short.
Critical failures are usually repaired as soon as possible and thus the waiting time for repair is short
although approximated total unavailability time is long due to the undetected unavailability period.
The repair-critical failures contribute to the component unavailability during the repair time. Thus the
repair of such failures is often postponed to revision outages, if possible.

The repairs of primary interest are those performed during plant operation, i.e. critical failures detected
during operating period and such repair-critical failures that for some reason have not been postponed
to next revision. The estimated Weibull distributions of repair times for these two groups are
presented in Figure 7. In the case of critical failures, the waiting time is included in the total repair
time. The repair times are significantly shorter (average values 45 hours for critical failures and 13
hours for repair-critical failures) than the allowed repair time defined in technical specifications (720
hours for single failure and 72 hours for double failures).
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5.5 Time dependency in failure occurrence and component ageing

Qualitative analysis of ageing-related failures can be based on examination of root causes. In theory,
the failures could be divided into time-independent and ageing-related ones according to the root
causes. In practice, however, the incompletely and in some cases erroneously described or coded
failure causes can not be analysed reliably. Here we have divided the failure causes roughly
considering normal wear, oxidation and corrosion as ageing failures apart from other failures. These
causes represent together 52 % of failures reported during the observation period. The annual fraction
of these failures has been nearly constant during this period. Other failures (eg. drifting of torque
switch position) may also be ageing-related but their time-dependency is more difficult to identify.

Failure trends can be analysed quantitatively without examining the failure causes in detail. A
computerized trend analysis would be most powerful in connection with plant failure reporting system.
It can be a practical tool to follow the trends in failure occurrence and identify changes in failure rate.

The trends in reported failures are analysed with computer code ENHPP (Estimation of Non-
Homogeneous Poisson Process)'. In the Weibull model used it is assumed that the repair of a
component returns the component to the condition it was just before the failure occurrence ("as bad
as old" behaviour). This assumption may not be adequate especially in the case of replacement of
component but the model is useful in identification of trends and prediction of future behaviour.

Trend analyses are performed separately for electromechanical parts and mechanical valve parts.
Failures of stem, bonnet and stem packings, slide and sealing surfaces, and leakage pipe were grouped
together as mechanical pans while other subcomponents were included in electromechanical parts.
The internal leakages are detected only in the specific tightness tests performed annually during the
revision outage and thus these failures arc treated apart from the other failures.

According to the results of trend analyses the failure rate of electromechanical components is almost
constant (or slightly decreasing). Also the mechanical valve parts have a nearly constant failure rate.
As an example of trend analyses the failure trend of electromechanical components is presented when
the failures of both plants are pooled together (Fig. 8). The annual number of internal leakages was
found to have an increasing trend. The annual number of internal leakages in TVO I is generally
higher than in TVO II.
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CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of operating experience using FMEA and MECA methods has been demonstrated. Motor
operated closing valve failure data from TVO I and II failure data collection system have been
studied, classified and stored on FMEA and MECA sheets according to a classification developed for
MOVs. A majority of failures are caused by internal leakages detected in tightness tests or external
leakages from packings. Failure detection in periodic situations covers 60 % of reported events.
More than 50 % of all failures are detected during revisions and nearly half of critical failures have
occurred in revisions. Results indicate a potential problem of incorrect torque switch settings due to
possible drifting, incorrect calibration or incorrect design specifications. These critical failures are also
indicative of a very complex interaction of these faults with diverse mechanical failure modes, e.g.
mechanical stiffness of stem, of an electrically and mechanically integrated valve function. The above
problem has been recognized and new testing system of MOVs is under consideration. Also the
overhaul of the actuators has been expanded.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the Finnish nuclear plants the reliability engineering methods are at this time
mostly used in the field of probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) which are imposed
by the Finnish nuclear regulatory body. There is, however, a need to apply these
methods in decision making, which is not strictly PSA-related or PSA-induced.

The reliability centered maintenance (RCM) methodology was chosen to be
studied in the research project "Reliability Evaluation of Maintenance in Nuclear
Power Plants". The project is financed by the Ministry of Trade and Industry, the
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and Teollisuuden Voima Oy
(TVO). The applicability of the RCM-methodology was tested in the case study,
in which the control rod equipment at the TVO I/II nuclear power units was
analyzed. This paper describes the case study, and the problems of the method
are discussed.1

RCM is a reliability analysis method for planning applicable and efficient
preventive maintenance (PM) tasks and programs. The term maintenance also
includes surveillance activities. The basic idea is to systematically analyze the
system functions and the functional failures in order to identify applicable and
efficient PM tasks for the system's components. The RCM-methodology
originates from airlines industry by Air Transport Association of America
(ATA).2 Other developers of the methodology are e.g. Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI)3<54 for nuclear power plant systems and U.S. Navy.7

The RCM-method consists of the following main steps after the system for the
study has been selected:

1. Data and information collection including preliminary analysis
listing of functionally significant items (FSIs).

2. Functional failure analysis (FFA) for the FSIs.

3. Selection of a suitable reliability analysis method for each functional failure
(FMECA or fault tree analysis).

4. Preliminary criticality ranking of functional failures based on the reliability
analysis.

5. Logic tree analysis (LTA) for important or critical failure modes producing
recommendations for preventive maintenance (PM) tasks.

6. Comparison of recommended tasks with the existing PM-program.

7. Suggestion for a renewed PM-program.



The main objective is to choose the most appropriate maintenance tasks taking
into account the safely and economy of a particular system, i educing maintenance
and outage costs and improving system safety at the same time. The problem ol
the too detailed and slow analysis effort often inhibiting the usefulness of
reliability based methods, is avoided with the function-oriented approach. The
RCM-method concentrates only in maintenance significants items which are
analyzed in a more detailed way if necessary.

2 APPLICATION TO CONTROL ROD DRIVES

The TVO I/II nuclear power plant, located in Olkiluoto, Finland, is operated by
Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO). The plant consists of two identical ASEA Atom
(nowadays ABB Atom) 710 MWe BWR units. The control rod drives amount to
121 at each plant, and are manufactured by ASEA Atom, as well. The control
rod drives might be in the critical path of the annual revision outage, and thus
the utility has the objective to trim the preventive maintenance program of this
equipment in order to cut down the revision time, if possible and maintaining
the required level of system reliability.

2.1 System description

The control rods are responsible for the coarse regulation of the reactor power
and for the shape of the power distribution in the core. Each rod is attached to
a control rod drive under the rod. The control rod drives can move the rods
individually, in groups or all of them in synchronism.

In the normal operation the rods are driven by screws moving the drive nuts up-
or downwards. The drive screws are revolved by the electric drive motors. In an
emergency situation the control rods can be fast inserted into the core by pres-
surized water from the hydraulic scram system. The insertion of control rod
drives using screw stop act as back-up to the hydraulic scram.

Additional directly supporting systems of the control rod drives are the control
rod position indication system, the control rod operating system, the controlled
leakage drain system and the diesel-backed secondary cooling system. Figure 3
illustrates how the support systems are functionally related to the control rod
drives.

2.2 The present PM-program and tests

The both units, TVO I/II, have been in commercial operation around 10 years.
There is a revision outage and refuelling once a year at the both units, during
which the control rod systems are maintained.



Due to the safety significance of the; control rod system and also due to possible
negative impact on the plant's power production if this system being inoperable,
the PM-program has been evaluated carefully.

The present practice is that control rod drives are maintained in eight years
interval. The control rod drives are divided into eight groups which are
maintained in turn. Hence during the revision outage in average 15 control rods
are maintained. In addition, the failed drives are repaired. In average there are
1—2 failed drives per unit per year. Additionally, there are 9 extra drives as
spares which are replaced with the maintained drives each year.

The actual service takes place in a service room located outside of the
containment. After the service and installation all control rod drives are tested.
In the test drive, the motor, indication and scram functions are checked.

During normal operation period, each control rod must be tested once per two
weeks by moving it 2 % back and forth. The position indications are checked at
the same time.

The cooling, purge and leakage waters are observed routineously. There are
various magnitude of allowed outage time limits for the equipment. E.g. too
large leakages cause operational restrictions according to the Safety Technical
Specifications.

3 THE RCM ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The RCM-analysis was performed along the principles described in references 5
and 6 consisting of the following steps:

— preliminary data analysis
— functional grouping and the Functional Failure Analysis
—Functional Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
— Logic Tree Analysis
—comparison of recommended tasks with the existing PM—program
—suggestion for a renewed PM—program, implementation.

Figure 1 shows the steps of the RCM-procedure followed within the case study
leading to a renewed maintenance program.

The RCM-procedure is quite time consuming, because of handling of large
amounts of qualitative information.

At this phase of the project, beside the preliminary failure data analysis, no
quantitative analysis was performed. The fault trees of the plant-specific PSA
were investigated. The fault trees were on a general level and their contribution
in enhancing the detailed maintenance tasks was in doubt. Thus the RCM-
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procedure used in this case study so far was of qualitative in nature.

The outage, that happened during the case study, suggests that a more wider
and systematic use of qualitative reliability and safety analyses (HAZOP, Action
Error Analysis etc.) could substantially benefit the nuclear plants. A HAZOP-
analysis (Hazard and Operability Study) was suggested but not yet performed.

It was the intention to use the same spreadsheet approach as in the LCC-
studies' to perform and document the different steps of the RCM-analysis. In



this way the two techniques could be combined allowing subsequent cost benefit
analyses ot the RCM-recommendations.

The implementation of the eventual renewed 1'M-program is left to the utility
after the study is completed.

3.1 Data and information collection

The case study started with a preliminary data analysis which aimed to work out
the applicability of the control rod drives for the RCM-method. The data
analysis consisted of collection and analysis of the failure data of the drives.

There is a computerized failure and work order reporting system in use at the
TVO plant. Concerning the control rods and their drives, there were 53 failure
reports from the both units, between 1981—88 in the failure data bank.

The failure data were entered into a micro-computer using spread-sheet data
base program for further analysis. In addition to TVO's own classificition the
failures were also classified according to the failed functional part as well as
according to the failure mode.

The failures were analyzed qualitatively by paying attention to failure distribu-
tions between various classes and failure trends. Figure 2 shows the distribution
of failed components. The most common failure was defect in position switches
(14).

seal
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control rod

drive screw

pulse sensor

drive nui

position switch
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circuit card

indication equipment

thermal relay

piston tube
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Fig. 2. The distribution of the component failures in the control rod drives at TVO I/I I.

Most of the failures caused deficient or errorneous control rod drive operation.
The second largest group was non-critical failures. None of the occured failures
have caused reactor scram or plant outage. These statistics characterize the



failures well: the system is highly redundant and thus single failures have not
jeopardized the safety function. However, e.g. a stucked control rod causes losses
of power production since the optimal shape of the fuel power distribution in
the core cannot then be achieved.

3.2 Functional failure analyses

The so called Functional Failure Analysis (FFA) included the following steps:

1) definition of systems, subsystems and main equipment including boundaries,
2) definition of their inputs, outputs and functions, and
3) definition of functional failures (failing of a function or output) of the

previous.

The objective of the FFA procedure is to limit the effort of the successive
qualitative Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). Figure 3
describes the functional division of the systems and subsystems as well as their
inputs and output.

33 Failure mode, effects and criticality analyses

In this step a modified FMECA (Functional Failure Modes, Effects and
Criticality Analysis) was chosen as the tool for analyzing the functional failures.
The form created to collect the respective information consists of the following
items:

— functions,
— functional failures (from the FFA),
— main failure modes of functional failures,
— effects on different system levels.

3.4 Logic tree analyses

Every failure mode detected in the functional FMECA was analyzed using a
decision logic called Logic Tree Analysis (LTA). The LTA consists of a list of
questions, which sort the failure modes according to their effect on

— safety,
— availability, and
— maintenance costs.

If a failure mode has any of these effects, it is considered as a Maintenance
Significant Item8.

In litterature several LTA's are described, the one described in reference 8 was
found to be the most suitable. Figure 4 illustrates the used logic tree. The Logic
Tree Analysis consists of following steps, for which corresponding forms were
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of the support systems of the control rod drives.

created:

—determination of Maintenance Significant Items (MSI-form),
—determination of Failure Detection Method (FDM-form),
—determination of Failure Characteristics (FC-form),
—Selection of Maintenance Task (SMT-form).

A failure mode is successively handled and coded on the forms, the final form
being the Selection of Maintenance Task form, which describes the suitable
category of maintenance for this item:
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Fig. 4. Logic tree analysis.8
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1) scheduled inspection and tests,
2) scheduled servicing,
3) scheduled replacement,
4) condition monitoring, or
5) planned corrective maintenance when fails.

Each failure mode categorized by this procedure and the corresponding
maintenance task category is found.

3.5 Recommendations and implementation

After the LTA-analysis the maintenance task categories for each failure mode
are coded. At this phase the tasks are still of general nature, but the detailed
actions can be now designed and implemented by the maintenance personnel.

4 RESULTS ACHIEVED

The current PM-actions are based on

— FMECA analysis performed by the supplier of the control rod drives, and
—several years experience of plant operation.

The RCM-analysis performed in this project resulted in a list of maintenance
actions. The recommended actions did not substantially differ from those, which
were adapted during the plant operational history. A quantitative analysis would
probably prioritize the actions giving more room for PM-program adjustments,
especially concerning the optimization of the maintenance interval.

At this stage the qualitative RCM-procedure seems to be very suitable for
maintenance planning of systems at the design stage or systems with high
proportion of corrective maintenance.

TVO I unit suffered an extended outage involving the primary circuit, interrupt-
ing and delaying the analysis effort. The outage was caused by granular metal
powder, which had found its way to the rod mechanisms with the circulating
water causing the rods to remain in shut-off position. It seems that a complete
RCM-effort, which is usually described in litterature (Refs. 4 and 5), could prob-
ably not have prevented this type of outage, which led to a several weeks shut-
down. A more wider and systematic use of qualitative reliability and safety
analyses (HAZOP, Action Error Analysis etc.) could substantially benefit the
nuclear plants.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A hybrid reliability engineering method luts been described, namely the RCM-
analysis. The results of these analyses seem to be useful, giving new type of
decision making material to increase reliability, safety and economics ol the
analyzed systems and helping to choose the right equipment and maintenance
tasks.

However, the performing of such an analysis requires a considerable effort from
both »he analysts and the customers. It seems, that future developments of the
reliability engineering in the 90's will be directed to in:egrated computerized re-
liability analysis workstations, which allow a flexible performance and documenta-
tion of both qualitative and quantitative analyses at the desired depth.
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INTRODUCTION: OBSERVATIONS

When dealing with the problems involving the effects of ageing
and the guaranteed lifetime of sensitive materials on the world's
nuclear power plants, we may, quite naturally, make a certain
number of observations.

- These nuclear power plants are still relatively new (figure 1): the
number of units in the world having reached 30 years was 13 in
1990. It will be 70 in 2000. The "maturity" of the majority of such
plants is still a long way off in the future.

- However, new phenomena not initially foreseen at the time of
the reactor's design have since appeared. More unexpected
phenomena will undoubtedly appear and multiply.

- An entire group of existing reactors, even one as uniform as the
French line of nuclear reactors is made up of individual units with
a history and therefore a relatively different ageing from one to
the other. In order to foresee the effects of ageing, several
elements of a diverse character must be taken into account :
variation or uncertainties regarding the construction and
operation characteristics.

- In order to estimate the progressive degradation of certain
components, statistical data on the experience feedback is not
always available and thus does not allow us to use the standard
reliability methods in calculating the ageing.

- The real question concerning the life time is the cost involved in
coping with the ageing effect or more specifically stated, the cost
of maintenance.



- Certain knowledge (data, mechanisms and laws relating to
degradation) is lacking as well as methods which might allow us to
simultaneously handle all knowledge on a given ageing problem.

In an ideal situation, the same decision would invariably be made by
any decision maker in a specific circumstance.

- Among the decisions to be made in coping with ageing effects, it
is necessary to establish priorities in the R and D programs.

The improvement of certain knowledge can have consequences
more or less important on the mastery of ageing effects.

This paper will therefore present an examination of maintenance
practices and their links with the research and development, in
particular those relating to steam generators.
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CHAPTER 1 - THE POSITION OF THE PROBLEM IN THE MASTERY
OF AGEING EFFECTS

1.1 When designing a piece of equipment made up of several
components either replaceable or permanent, certain end of
service life criteria are applied according to the planned
conditions of use and to knowledge of the degradation processes :

These degradations will progressively alter the characteristics of
the component right up to its assigned limits.

In actual operation, the plant operator will have to cope with a
slowly degrading service.

Furthermore, the end of life may occur prematurely:
-»Either due to well known phenomena when the stresses are
greater th«n those foreseen or when the nocivity of accumulated
damages has not been taken into account. In this case it is
necessary to perform a reevaluation of margins foreseen by the
designer.

-»Ejther due to unknown phenomena : in this case the margin can
be inexistant

So the expected lifetime of equipement must be continually re-
evaluated according to circumstances.
We can act on this expected lifetime by modifying the equipment
(maintenance proceedures) or operating conditions (stress
control) • but this is expensive and from this point of view the
lifetime has no individual significance : it is a question of
acceptable expenditure.

Thus the cost of maintenance is the major element in the work of
the decision-maker : he decides the equipements end-of-life when
the cost of maintenance approaches the cost of replacement; so.
uncertainty about lifetime is in fact uncertainty about the cost of
maintenance.

1.2 The well known "Bathtub Curve" (fig.2) which gives the classic
evolution of equipment failure rate according to its length of
service allows discussion of various maintenance proceedures, in
face of the ageing problems. This curve is classically divided into 3
zones:

- Zone 1: the debugging period is characteristic of the problems
with young equipment: we shall ignore this in this paper.

- Zone 2 : is characterised by a constant failure rate : reliability
"finds" a level which can be easily recognized after a few years of x
operating experience. However the failures observed are in no
way linked to ageing problems: it is a case of stochastic failures
resulting from an accidental accumulation of stresses above
forecast levels. The replacement of equipment by new equipment
of the same design and sited in the same operating conditions will
not modify the failure rate.



- zone 3 : is the area of progressive degradation which is called
ageing or wear-out, while the time parameter plays directly or
indirectly, a major role in the alteration of the equipments
characteristics.

This alteration continues until the loss of assigned characteristics
(when we can control the component as in the case of a leak
before break), or until break-down.

But the cause of the increase in the failure rate in zone 3 is not a
characteristic uniquely due to the component: we can find a trace
of the "history" of the equipment in the working environment:

- Insufficient maintenance
- Unusual (or accidental) operating conditions with an irreversible
alteration of material characteristics.
- Operating proceedures different than those envisaged by the
designer.
(e.g. Certain steam generator tubes from the French 1300 MW
reactor will "remember" the "problem" with the metallic oxides in
the first months of life: the trace of this event will be visible in the
shape of their Bathtub Curve).

The problem with such a failure rate curve is that its evolution can
only oe known in the case of a component which has already been
the subject of operating experience feedback for a long period and
always in identical operating conditions.



In fact for the components of the key equipment of a nuclear
power plant, so while we can quickly identify the level in zone 2 it
remains unknown at the beginning of zone 3 and the evolution of
the curve in this zone -as has been mentioned- can be modified by
numerous causes.

13 The impact of poor knowledge of zone 3 on maintenance cost
is important, whether or not the components involved are
replaceable:

In the case of a replaceable component in sensitive equipment the
test option is to practise preventive maintenance (corrective
maintenance which involves replacing a component in response
failure is often expensive).
However it is difficult to determine the optimum maintenance
proceedure which consists of replacing a component before zone
3, without knowing the lenght of its use-.il lifetime (zone 2). We
are obliged to systematically replace components with a frequency
which is too nigh ; the cost of maintenance is abnormally
increased which leads to a shortening of the equipments
economical lifetime (while other factors, like contamination make
maintenance proceedures more difficult as time goes by).

The present tendancy is to optimise this type of maintenance : eg.
the KCM project in the USA or the OMFm France ; the aim is to
discover by means of operating experience feedback the beginning
of zone 3 in order to adjust the preventive maintenance on the
real expected useful lifetime of zone 2. But for the moment we
cannot find traces of ageing as the components are replaced too
systematically. The question is then : should we voluntarily "relax"
systematic replacement propeedure or can we by trial and
calculation simulate progressive degradation scenarios in realistic
conditions to reveal the frontier between zone 2 and zone 3 ?

In the case of non replaceable components in key equipment (e.g.
steam generator tubes) and in contrast with the proceeding case
where we try to prolong zone 2 by replacements, ft si necessary to
cope with progressive degradation :

When a margin has been forecast (eg. an acceptable percentage of
steam generator tubes becoming plugged) it is necessary to survey
by continuous inspection or on-Tine control the progression of the
degradation to confirm that we remain within the margin.

What we call maintenance in this case is the ensemble of
surveillance proceedures as welj as the application of remedies
designed to prolong the service-life of equipment having defective
components.

The problem is thus to forecast the shape of the curve in zone 3
which as we have seen can vary greatly Tor a number of identical
components according to their nistory working conditions and
inevitable dispersion of the numerous parameters of construction
and operation production.



1.4. In both types of maintenance (components being replaceable
or not) the knowledge of zone 3 is essential. It is necessary to
know in permanence the probability that a component has of
being in a certain state of degradation at a given age, taking into
account all the factors which can affect the mechanism of
progressive degradation:
The curves (fig 3) Stress-Resistance schematically represent the
means of calculating this probality.
These curves show simultaneously the probability density function
of applied stress and of the resistance of the component.

I
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In production the idea of failure probability is substituted by a
security margin which is based on knowledge acquired on the
materials ana their construction : this margin is shown on this
curve. It is generally situated at a few standard deviations (safety
margin) from the mean value of the probability density function of
the applied stress.



We thus add complementary information, when we show the
probability density curve of the component resistance which is
normally centered on the margin : that gives the means to
evaluate this margin by calculating the probability in the area of
the intersection oetween the 2 curves : that is to say the
probability of failure. This calculation is made using probabilistic
methods.

This schematic representation calls for a few observations :

- To draw such density curves of probability requires an exhaustive
examination of all the uncertainties and dispersions which come
into play in the evaluation of applied stresses and in the resistance
of the component : some uncertainties can only be known by a
subjective assessment.

- These curves are not permanent: remember that at any moment
we must know the probability of failure that a component will
have at given age : These curves will thus evolute with time : in
general their mean values will become closer and their shape will

roaden : for example the progressive appearance of sludge on
the tube support plate of stearngenerators will modify the shape
of the applied stresses curve.Tne phenomena of initiation of
cracks under stress corrosion in steam generator tubes in "roll
transition zone" will progressively deform the damage resistance
curve of steam generator tubes according to the propagation of
cracks.

Therefore we must take into account the discontinuities in the
evolution of these curves : These discontinuities -fortunately- can
be the positive results of a maintenance proceedure : sludge
jancing can deplace the stress curve to the left ; a complete
inspection of the steam generator tubes while increasing the
knowledge of the distribution of cracked tubes, can also reduce
the width of the resistance curve when a conservative curve
envelope had been adopted : the calculation of failure rate
probability before and after intervention allows us to evaluate the
impact of intervention and thus to take a decision with an
acceptable cost criterion.

- Uncertainty on the efficiency of an inspection linked to the
human factor can in the same way have an influence on the shape
of resistance curve : a good evaluation of the probability of non
detection of a defect can also reduce the conservative curve
envelope.

Even if the intersection area of the two curves is small it must be
taken into account that this is a key area, because of the impact on
public opinion of an isolated event wrongly interpreted as being
significant.



CHAPTER 2 - THE APPLICATION OF PROBABILISTIC METHODS

"If we cannot express that about which we speak by using a number
our knowledge is unsatisfactory" Lord Kelvin

2.1 We have seen in the previous chapter that to control the
observed phenomena we need knowledge and decision-helper-
tools which allow a continuous forecast of the evolution of
progressive degradation. The best means of optimising the cost of
maintenance is thus to prolong the economical lifetime of the
equipment. The knowledge we need is that which wilj aljow us to
trace the Stress-Resistance curves and their evolution in time.
The components resistance curve requires knowledge of damage
laws which we can apply jn very specific areas and without
neglecting noxiousness resulting from damage accumulation.

The applied stress curve often requires a locally precise
knowledge of the stress loads, relative to various states of
operation ; that requires devices such as fatigue-meter or all other
kind of operation counter.

In addition it is necessary to know by exhaustive assessment, all
significant parameters in damage laws : that is to say, to identify,
to mesure, to estimate and to give for each parameter the value or
their dispersion.

One of the advantages of the probabilistic methods is to enable
quantitative assessment of subjective information : the assessment
of an unknown value by an expert in terms of probability density
(eg. the probability of non-detection of a defect due to the human
factor) : this allows decision analysis to be exhaustive as such
subjective data permits a calculated decision by giving a
provisional weight to each decision element.

It must be emphasized that in this area, the application of
probabilistic methods, while permitting subjective assessment, is
not the less essentially a methocf of calculating physical
phenomena : we simulate the physico-chemical behaviour of the
component on a local scale (grain boundary, microcrack...) We
calculate a local evolution of the degradation, and apply a local
failure criteria.
Then, the statistical calculation becomes only to do the numerical
integration of results on the whole component, and on all the
identic components (while the standard reliability methods do not
need physical models, but require only operation experience
feddback, and are a priori global).

To achieve that kind of study, CEA develops EPPIC(*).
This code use, for the moment, the standard laws relating to the
fatigue crack propagation, and the stress corrosion cracking
(initiation and propagation). In a next future, we shall improve u
with the fretting wearlaws.

(•) Evaluation Probabiliste de la Perte d'Integrite des Composants = Probabilistic
assessment of the loss of integrity of components.



The most important part of the work consists in the adaptation of
those material degradation laws to a probabilistic calculation
scheme.

2.2 The material degradation laws has been observed
experimentally that when large number of specimens are tested
under identical conditions, there is a dispersion in the results
obtained. Thus statistical and probabilistic data analysis methods
are required.

For use in a probabilistic model, two different approaches to
material degradation laws are possible. For both approaches, the
first step is to identify a state parameter that represents material
damage state eg. crack depth. The parameter choice depends on
the definition of a failure mode (limit state) which in turn depends
on the function of the component.
Randomization of deterministic laws
Start with the appropriate deterministic relationship describing
the degradation state with time (or time dependent parameter).
Introduce probabilistic structure by replacing deterministic
parameters with random variables (probability distribution).
This is done by statistical fits to experimental data. Goodness of fit
tests (eg. Kofmogorov-Smirnov test) are used to ensure correct
representation.

Example: Paris Law governing fatigue crack propagation

da/dN = CÄKn

a, C and K are considered as random variables.
a is the crack length, n a constant exponent, N the number of load
cycles andAK the stress intensity factor range (Km a x -K m m ) .

Deterministic models of material degradation can be classified
broadly as mechanistic or phenomenological.

Mechanistic: This is a theoretical approach which models the
degradation process on a microscopic scale.
Examples are the hydrogen embrittjement and film dissolution
models for intergranular stress corrosion cracking.
Although this approach is of fundamental interest, it is not at the
in-service prediction stage mainly because of the complexity of the
degradation process ana the lack of relevant data.

Phenomenological: This is an empirical approach which often
leads to satisfactory process characterization but usually in
conditions completely different from in-service conditions.
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Models which seek to bridge the gap between pure theory and
pure empiricism are available.
This approach consists of semi-empirical modeling supported by
mechanistic considerations and results from global tests.
This is a step towards more precise characterization.

This approach (randomization of deterministic laws) is used in
the Monte Carlo simulation scheme .

Stochastic degradation laws
The second approach assumes a probabilistic structure from the
start. The evolution of the probability distribution of the
degradation state parameter as a function of time is modeled
mathematically (ie. a stochastic process). This physical modeling
of the degradation mechanism is not required.

Example: Bogdanoff-Kozin cumulative damage process

f (.) is the probability density function for crack depth, a,
and Z: represents a stationary stochastic process describing the
variations of crack growth rate and subscript i indicates the order
of points along the crack path.

The first approach (randomization of deterministic laws) is the
most commonly used because of its relative simplicity.
Deterministic laws already exist for most material degradation
processes.
The stochastic approach is more realistic but is still at the
development stage. The essential statistical data required is often
not available.

In the framework of providing degradation laws for use in a
probabilistic model, the following requirements should be met:

...The laws should be espressable in terms of state variable which
defines the failure criterion.
...The laws should be in terms of parameters which are easily
measured and/or calculated (eg. stresses, temperature, pressure...)

CHAPTER 3 - STEAM GENERATOR : REVIEW OF THE MAIN

The steam generator (SG) of a nuclear plant is one of the most
sensitive components from the point of view of plant availability.
Although initial design and material decisions for the SG are
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SG tube failure is due to a wide variety of degradation
mechanisms which result from the synergistic interaction of the
material, environmental and design conditions. Material
degradation processes are enhanced by the unfavorable
thermal/hydraulic and chemical environments present in the SG.

An inventory of the various material degradation mechanisms
active in the SG is going to be made. Degradation laws will be
provided where available. Then, the most critical mechanisms will
Se identified, and the necessity to improve these mechanisms
knowledge discussed.

The following list includes all generic mechanisms affecting SGs of
PWRs and the regions. Some of these have been observed in
foreign PWRs but not as yet in the French park.

Damage
Mechanism

Corrosion
...Wastage

Erosion
Corrosion

Denting

EAC
...Stress corrosion

cracking

...Corrosion Fatigue

IGA

Pitting

Thermal Stratification
Thermal striping

Wear
...vibration

...Impact

Regions
affected

Tube O.D
tube/TSP intersection

U-bend region

Feedwater line

Tube/TSP
intersection

Tube ID
Tube OD (TS)

U-bend small radius

Feed water line

TubeOD
tube sheet

Between tube
support plates

Feed water noule

Tube OD at BAV
(large radius U bend)

TSP Tube Support Plate
TS Tube Sheet

The mechanisms listed above may contribute to material
degradation in a synergistic, additive or even a competitive
manner. This complicated facet of the problem is not explored
since even the separate mechanisms are not well understood.

3.1 Corrosion
Wastage

This refers to general corrosion of tube wall material.
Corrosion is the result of chemical reaction between the wall
material and cathodic reactants (eg. oxygen) present in the water.
The end result is wall thinning.

Wastage occurs in plants using phosphate chemistry.
It is not a problem in French plants which use AVT chemistry (All
volatile treatment).
Very little data on the growth rate of wastage is available and a
literature survey does not provide any laws governing the process.
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Erosion Corrosion
Beyond a critical flow rate, an abrupt increase in corrosion rate
occurs. This is thought to be due to the localized removal of
protective surface film (enhanced mass transfer rate associated
with turbulent flow regime). Erosion/Corrosion is a problem in
the piping leading to and from the SG and not in the SG itself.

Various semi-empirical laws exist to predict material loss rates
due to corrosion.
The EdF correlation is given as an example.

m = FK.FG.FT.FC.FR

where

m rate of mass loss per unit area
FK mass transfer factor
FG geometry factor
FT temperature factor
FC water chemistry factor
FR steel composition factor

3.2 Denting is due to the concentration of impurities (usually
chlorides) in the crevice of the tube in the tube support plate
which creates a non protective corrosion product from the carbon
steel.
The corrosion product is more voluminous than the steel from
which it was formed. This creates compressive stresses leading to
tube deformation and eventually tube cracking.

Plants using sea water cooling are more susceptible to denting
because of chloride ion ingress due to condensor tube leaks.
Empirical correlation exist which relate the bulk Cl" concentration
to the time to dent initiation and the corrosion rate exist.

Denting and cracking occured recently on SG tubes of French
1300 MW PWR. The first observations showed circumferential
cracks and dents at top of TSP in sludge zone associated with leak
in operation. Non oxidized iron particles in sludge deposit were
located on the top of TSP.

This particular problem is going to be solved :

- by systematic hard mechanical cleaning (lancing) associated with
chemical cleaning for most affected SG
- by plugging the most affected tubes.

33 Enviromentallv assisted cracking (EAC)
Two forms of EAC are usually distinguished :
- Corrosion fatigue (CF) which occurs under transient plant
loading conditions.
- Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) which occurs under steady
loading.

» Corrosion fatigue
To understand corrosion fatigue, a background treatment of
fatigue crack growth in non-corrosive media is required.
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Fatigue
Fatigue crack growth is a major degradation mechanisms limiting
the fife of plant components. It has oeen estimated that 90% of an
failures of mechanical origin result from fatigue. The main
locations affected are areas of stress and geometrical
discontinuities (residual stresses) such as pipe welds, cladding etc.

Fatigue failure is usually treated as a 3 stage process.
- crack initiation
- crack propagation
- final fracture
The issue of the existence of an initiation phase is controversial
especially the criteria for the transition from initiation to
propagation. However, often in the case of fatigue only the
following limiting cases are of interest:

- initiation controlled
- propagation controlled

Initiation controlled

Most of the life of the component is spent in the crack initiation
phase. Classical stress-strain approach using experimentally
determined relationship between strain range ana fatigue life.
An ASME code law combines the Cqffin-Manson law for low
cycle fatigue with the Basquin relationship for high cycle fatigue.

<Tf- CToyE (2N f)
b + £ f (2N f )

c

where A c is the total strain range
E Youngs' modulus
o"f fatjgue strength
C{ fatigue strain
b,c fatigue strength and fracture strain coefficients
Co mean stress
Np fatigue life

Under variable amplitude conditions, the Miner rule is used to
determine the cumulative effect.
Failure occurs when the sum of the number of cycles n at each
stress range expressed as a fraction of the number of cycles
required to cause failure at this stess range equals unity.
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Propagation controlled
Usually occurs in locations of high stress concentration eg nozzle
welds. Characterized by limited plastic deformation since stresses
are in the elastic range.
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) concepts are used to
describe the crack growth process By relating LEFM parameters
to the applied stress.
Several analytical expressions, all of which are variants of the Paris
Law [13].

da/dN = C(AK)n

where a is the crack length or depth
C is growth coefficient
n the growth exponent
N the number of cycles
K the stress intensity factor

Finally corrosion fatigue
It has been experimentally observed that corrosive environments
enhance the crack growth process. The degradation mechanism is
due to the synergistic effect of the applied stress, environmental
conditions and material microstructure.
The Paris law is used with the growth coefficient, C, and exponent,
n, applicable to the particular environment/material combination.
Data for Alloy 600 in representative SG environment is rather
hard to come by.

Stress Corrosion Cracking
SCC is governed by a time domain expression instead of the usual
frequency domain relationship used in fatigue crackpropagation.
SCC occurs both on the inner wall (PwSCC - Primary Water
SCC) and the outer wall (SWSCC - Secondary Water SCC). The
main regions affected are the roll transition region where the tube
is expanded into the tube sheet and the small radius U-bend. High
stress conditions are required (residual stress or thermal stress)
Until recently the main manifestation of PWSCC was of the
longitudinal orientation however circumferential cracks have been
observed in the sludge zone.
Modejing of SCC is complicated by the fact that the crack
initiation process may be equally as important as the propagation
phase so both stages have to be treated unlike fatigue.
Initiation
Empirical correlations relating time-to -initiation to stress and
temperature exist.
Examples are

t = G o*4 exp (22000/T)

where t is the time in hours
<r is the stress in MPa
T is temperature in °K
G is a coefficient
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The correlation is essentially an Arrhenius-type activation process.
What is required is an equation relating the probability distribution
Junction of the time-to-failure to microstructure, temperature, water
chemistry and loading parameters.
Propagation
Equations relating the rate of crack growth to loading parameters
exist.
The form of the equation depend on the type of experiment
involved in obtaining the data.

For Constant Extension Rate Test (CERT) data

da/dt = Efcm

For Constant Load (CL) data

da/dt = AKn

where A and D are law coefficients
£ is the strain rate
a crack dimension
t is time
K is the stress intensity factor
m and n are law exponents

3.4 Intergranular attack (ISA)
This is a grain boundary attack mechanism at the outside diameter
of the tube wall in the region of the tube to tube support plate
intersection. For IGA to occur, highly alkaline conditions must
exist in the crevice gap (concentration effect of species in
secondary water).
IGA in contrast to SCC occurs even in the absence of stress. IGA
and SWSCC often occur together. Whereas SWSCC is
characterized by single or multiple cracks that affect relatively few
grain boundaries, IGA affects most grain boundaries.
IGA growth rate versus temperature curves have# been published.
IGA depth variation with time data and correlations exist.

3.5 Pitting is an extremely localized attack of the outer tube wall
that results in through wall holes. It is a result of a localized
breakdown in passivity. Once initiated (long initiation time),
propagation is rapid.
It is associated with abnormal pollution (chlorides and sulphur
oxides)qf the secondary side circuit followed by concentration of
species in the sludge pile. The remedy is of course the stringent
control of secondary water chemistry.
Pitting cracks are difficult to detect because of the small crack
volume. Very little pitting data for Alloy 600 is available because
it is difficult to produce under laboratory conditions.

3.6 Thermal fatigue/stratification
Thermal stratification occurs in the feed water line nozzle of the
GV in either low feed water rate situations or during the injection
of emergency feed water.
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The resulting thermal ^gradient in the line results in thermal
fatigue : a high cycle fatigue mechanism caused by high frequency
turbulent mixing at the cold water/hot water interface.
Thermal stratification is treated as a stressor mechanism; once the
stresses are evaluated, fatigue crack growth laws such as the Paris
Law can be used.
Thermal striping which is due to random (spatial and temporal)
fluctuation is not well understood.

3.7 Fretting Wear
Wear due to the rubbing of either SG tubes against anti-vibration
bar or tube against tube results from flow-induced vibration (flow
perpendicular to tubes or parallel flow along tubes). The vibration
causes impact and tangent sliding of tube against tube support
plate and between adjacent tubes causing wear. (There is a
clearance between the tube and the tube support plate.)
Frettjng has caused extensive damage at the anti vibration bar.
Fretting also causes increased sensitivity to fatigue cracks
Wear due to fretting (sliding) alone is governed by the
Archard equation

V=KNL/3H

where V is the wear volume (rate)
N is the normal force between the contacting surfaces
L is the sliding distance (velocity)
H is the hardness of the wear surface

and K is the wear coefficient
The above equation treats the sliding aspect of wear.
Identical laws for wear by impact or oy impact-sliding do not exist.
The problem is however under study by CEA.
Another wear mechanism worthy of interest is that due to
entrained particles/loose parts impacting the tube wall.
But the stochastical aspect of the wear equation has not been
addressed: randomisation of the Archard equation.

The problems of wastage, denting and pitting have been mastered
since few years. The outstanding issues are stress corrosion
cracking on the outer and inner walls of SG tubes. Thus the SCC
mode ot failure treated in an exhaustive manner.

The following ranking of decreasing importance could be
discerned SCC (primary side) SCC (secondary side) IGA Pitting
Corrosion.

It becomes evident that the main problem is now SCC. Damage
laws exist, as shown in a previous paragraph, but are insufficient.

Initiation and propagation laws in representative conditions of
temperature, water chemistry and loading parameters are
required, some are available but there is a lack or data concerning
propagation laws.

In fact, the reality is still more complex : we must often take into
account more than the degradation process in a global
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probabilistic approach... Generally, the state parameter that
represents material damage, and that evolutes progressively, is not
directly linked to the parameter which can be on-line controled, ;
e.g., in the case of Su tubes cracks, the dimension of one crack is
limited by a critical dimension. But only the flowrate of the leak
through the crack can be on-line controled. The relation between
the dimension of the crack and the leak rate, mainly in cracking
corrosion, is actually not deterministic. So. it could be necessary to
use also a probabilistic approach to modelise this flowrate through
corrosion cracks.

CONCLUSION

The expected lifetime of an equipment has no individual
significance : it is a question of acceptable expenditure : the
uncertainty about lifetime is in fact uncertainty aoout the cost of
maintenance. A correct knowledge on the useful end-of-life
(before ageing) of a replaceable component, as well as on the
evolution of the ageing law of a non replaceable component, has a
direct impact on the maintenance cost.

The variability of internal and external phenomena which can
modify the ageing evolution for identical components from one
reactor to the other, is very wide : to know the useful end-of-life,
and the ageing evolution curve, it could be necessary to have
numerous data (with their probability density fonction), and the
randomized material degradation laws, which are now often
lacking.

All this knowledge can be dealt by probabilistic methods, like it is
done in the CEA's code EPPIC; for us, as a R & D agency,
EPPIC is mainly developed to allow to establish priorities in the R
& D programs in support to the Nuclear Power Plant Operation.
But, it is fondamentalv a decision-helper tool for a maintenance
strategy.

The volume of data, to be pleasured, or estimated by the experts,
as well as the number of specific tests, necessary for a best
knowledge on the randomized material degradation laws, and the
necessity to use the same references, to allow the comparison of
results between different countries, could require a synergistic
work in this area.
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DETERMINATION OP FATIGUE LIFETIME FOR NPP'S
COMPONENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE USSR
STRENGTH REGULATIONS

V.M.Filatov, S.V.Evropin, A.V.Taahkinov

The report presents the main principles to assess the
fatigue lifetime at the design stage which are laid in the
USSR Regulations for NPPfs components strength calculations /1/.
A number of positions is compared with the corresponding USA
Codes, D.e. the ASME Code /2,3/.

One of the strength criteria laid in the Regulations /1/
is the absence of macrocracks caused by cyclic loading in the
structure. The fatigue lifetime for the NPP's components is
determined through analysis of fatigue and quasistatic mate-
rial's damages up to the critical value which is characteris-
tic to the moment of crack formation. The equations for the
fatigue curves obtained on the basis of phenomenological approach
or empirical fatigue curves are used.

The basic initial data for calculation are the structure
geometry and its dimensions, the history of loading and thermal
effect on it, residual stress data and also assured mechanical
characteristics of structural materials and their welding
joints. Besides, the influence of operation factors on fatigue
failure resistance is taken into account.

Fig.1 shows the general sequence of fatigue strength cal-
culations, whicJci were devided into several stages, the o ont en t
of which is covered below.

Stage I represents a complex of works on calculations
of stressed-strained state in structure elements under design
operation conditions. In the general case three sequences of
changes in the reduced principal stresses (CS ) i - « ^ii~^5-H

(i ^ j) are determined using cyclic inversion of i-j-k.

The position of i, j and k principal planes is fixed at
the moment, when the max equivalent stressvalue in Tresca's
criterion €T equ# * <5"-j - G" 3 ^ • 1, k • 3) is reached.



The calculations at this stage are expected to be perfor-
med by means of elastic approach and without regard to concent-
rators. This makcd it possible to use the algorithms of beam-,
plate- and shell- theories. The local strains in concentrators
with regard to plastic flow are determined at the subseqent
stages in terms of analytical relationships. For a number of
designs and loading conditions such an approach can be unaccep-
table. Then it seems expedient to use precise calculation pro-
cedures, for example, a finite element method both in elastic
and in elasto-plastic approaches. In this case, stages I and 2
are corrected as required.

At stage 2 the approximate analytical calculations of
elasto-plastic strains in concentrators are carried out. If
nominal stresses are sufficiently small, then the calculations
are confined to elastic calculations of concentrators.

A strain energy density method is used. Por the first
time the method was proposed in reference /3/ and was further
developed in works of other investigators. The method allows
to calculate elasto-plastic strains in concentrators according
to the previously obtained elastic solution. In ref./4/ it is
shown, that with power approximation for a elasto-plastic part
of a stress-strain curve the method allows to obtain a simple
solution that turns out to be significantly more precise than
the well-known Neuber's formula. In calculations the technical
deformation theory of plasticity is used assuming that the
loading at every calculation step has an active character.

In Regulations the dependence of calculation has the
following form:

)

T
where Rpe - material proportional limit;

^ - power index of material hardening;
W - Young's modulus;



K/ *r \ - coefficient of reduced stresses concentra-
1J tion •

K( <o ) value (as K( 6" ) or K(6") ^ is c

by theoretical coefficient valÄts of concentration
every principal stress under the given loading. The values
of oL g- are selected from different reference books or deter
mined for specific designs experimentally.

The cyclic stress-strain curves of tension are used in
the calculations. They are obtained from the static curves by
doubling of elastic part taking into account temperature
influence.

The USA Code /2/ allows for a simple increase of elastic
strains by <£& multiplication when calculated beyond
elasticity limits. Such an approach needs the introduction of
additional correction factors taking account of the difference
between elastic and plasto-elastic calculations.

The USSR Regulations provide also the usage of effective
concentration factors, Ke-, determined experimentally.

In this case

Por threaded connections the effective concentration fac-
tor equal to a theoretical one is recommended. Por threads
with the turn cavity cut flat this value increases by 20 per
cent. The validity of the given recommendation is verified
by the tests of thread specimens with different standard sizes,
made from screw steels of Soviet production* The recommenda-
tions are extended to the cases, when nominal stress levels do
not exceed the values admitted in terms of calculations on
static strength. Por all these cases the effective concentra-
tion factor for threads turns out to be higher than value 4,
accepted in the Code.

In welded joints calculations the stress concentration
of all geometrical distinctions of a weld is taken into account.



Particularly for the welds with incomplete penetration in
joints of details from chrome-nickel steels the empirical
formula for Kgf calculations is provided. The effective
concentration factor values calculated from the formula, lie
over the range from 3,5 (bending) to 7 (axis tension). By
comparison, ASME Code gives value 4 for all the cases.

Stage 3 After the corrections allowing for stress con-
centration and plastic flow being introduced the plots of
the change in the given stresses (6" )^., ( S ).^t ( *> ) l c i

transfer into the plots of ( GF)±y ( ̂ "Pjk» ^ P k i ' Based

on these three new plots the calculated stress cycles are
formed by means of the sequential extraction of the cycles
with the highest amplitude by the method of "rain flow".

Stage 4. The permissible cycles number of structure ele-
ment loading is determined by calculated fatigue curves or
by phenomenological relations, based on Coffin-Hanson equation:

re: ,
where Cö"a/=J - permissible stress amplitude;

e T - characteristic of material plasticity
c <v

depending on relative contraction Z at
operating temperature T;

E T - Young's modulus
m, m - material characteristics (see Table I);
m e

R1 - ultimate strength of material;m
r - stress ratio;
n 6 ,n« - safety factors according to stresses and

a number of cycles

It is assumed, that the limiting static state in the
stress concentration zone is characterized by true fracture
strength of material in contrast to ultimate strength in
conventional approach. Goodman's diagram is corrected in a
proper way. This correction is included in the above-mentioned
fatigue equations.



In the calculations the least assured values of mechani-
cal characteristics R_ o o, R_ and Z for a given material

P U|L ill

mark and range of product are used. If during operation these
characteristics deteriorate due to, e.g., strain ageing, then
these facts must be taken into account in fatigue equations.
On the other side, the improvement of mechanical properties
during operation (e.g., yield strength, ultimate strength) is
ignored in the calculations.

12The fatigue equations field of application is up to 10
cycles. The fatigue curves in the ASME Code are given for
significantly shorter life-time and only for chrome-nickel

11austenitic steels having the value up to 10 cycles.
The Regulations admit also to apply the fatigue curves

obtained experiemntally instead of the equations.
The safety factors in the USSR Regulations are generally

taken to be equal to n s = 2 and n^ = 10. For comparison
n& = 2 and n^ = 20 in the ASME Code. The difference in
nN " va^ues ^s caused by the fact that the Regulations use
fatigue curves that conform to initial stage of failure in
low-cycle region with lesser length of crack registered (1 mm).

The values for n 6 and n^ are taken to be equal to 1,5
and 3 respectively for some structure components failure of
which does not result in the coolant outflow beyond the load-
carrying components. The Regulations provide for decreasing
the safety factors when using the effective stress concentra-
tion factors. Por instance, n c s 1,5 and n« = 5 for the
threaded connections.

When substantiating the fatigue strength lifetime through
performing the tests of the full-scale assemblies or their
mock-ups, the safety factors vary within 1,25 $• n s é 1,5 and
2,1 «: n N ^ 3,5.

In the ASME code the safety factors ns and n N are taken
to be equal to 2 and 20 respectively independent of type of
the structure component and loading. However when testing the
mock-ups or full-scale assemblies are performed the decreasing
in the safety factors is possible.



When calculating the welds the coefficient of cyclic
strength decrease ft £ 1 is introduced. Its values are
tabulated for different types of steels, weld materials and
conditions of thermal treatment. We use (&**•?)/?. instead
of (6"ap) when determing the fatigue lifetime.

To take into account neutron irradiation the coefficients
of cyclic strength decrease Y^p 4- 1 an^ Ĉ- p ^ 1 are also
recommended. Their values are presented in the Regulations
as a function of steel type, temperature and neutron fluence.
Minimum value from two ones is taken as a permissible number
of the cycles: 1) /W/dtp » where / N 7 is calculated by equa-
tions or fatigue curves; 2) number of cycles obtained by the
same equations or fatigue curves when substituting (<o a F )
by (G-ap)/y>p.

The *f t factor is experementally determined and takes
into account the coolant effect.

The presence of vibrations in the transient conditions
is characteristic for some NPP components, mainly for the
pipelines. These vibrations are being imposed on the main
operation cycle of load change. In this case the calculation
is being carried out by the main low-frequency loading, and
the influence of vibrations is taken into account by intro-
ducing the coefficient that reduces the permissible number
of the cycles. This factor depends on the ratio of amplitudes
and frequencies of low- and high- frequency loadings. It is
determined through empirical dependences. When imposing vib-
rations on fixed load the calculation is being carried out
by means of above-mentioned fatigue equations with allowance
made for asymmetry of vibration stress cycles.

Stage 5. The permissible number of the cycles in low-cycle
region is determined by criterion of quasi-static failure
for the materials with Rp 0 2 /^J > 0»7 ratio. It should be
noted that this calculation is not obligatory for some loading
conditions, e.g. under temperature stress effects only.

The permissible number of the cycles is determined by the
calculated curves or by the following equation:



where
m

e_ - characteristic of material plasticity that
depends on uniform relative contradiction Z m ;

B, m-.- characteristics of material (see table 1 )#
The sense of other parameters is the same as in the

fatigue equations for stage 4» The sequence of their determi-
nation remains the same.

It should be noted that ASME code does not allow for
the check by criterion of quasi-static failure.

The differences in the procedures for determing the
permissible number of loading cycles by the USSR Regulations
and ASME Code fatigue curves are illustrated in Pigs 2-7.
Here the fatigue curves in the USSR Regulations are plotted
for pulsating cycle by the criterion of fatigue failure and
for symmetric one by the criterion of quasi-static loading.
The ASMS Code curves are shown with allowance made for maximum
effect of cycle asymmetry. The appropriate mechanical material
properties are presented in Table 2. It should be noted that
plasticity value does not taken into account for the American
code curves.

For carbon and low-alloyed steels (Pig.2) the permissible
number of cycles in the Code was higher 1-4 times than that
in the Regulations. As the life increases, the difference
decreases.

Por chrome-nickel steels (Pig.3) the permissible number
of the cycles in the Code is higher 4-10 times in the low-cycle
(up to 5*1Cr cycles) region and increases with increasing the
life.

Satisfactory agreement between the fatigue curves for
low-alloyed steels occurs by the fatigue criterion only.
The application of quasi-static failure criterion in the Regu-
lations reduces the life 20-30 times in low-cycle region com-

J
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pared to the Code (see figs 4 and 5). The difference increases
T /T

with increasing stress amplitude, R Q 2'
R
m
 ra'tio an(^ wi"th

decreasing concentration factor. Adjustment of the curves from

the Code and Regulations to the same cycle asymmetry and mecha-

nical properties can increase the differences in the high-cycle

region.

The fatigue curves for screw low-alloyed steels are pre-

sented in Pigs 6 and 7 with safety factor n s = 1,5 and n^ = 5

in the Regulations, and n ^ = 2 and njj = 20 in the Code. Here

it should be noted that in the Code the curves for steels with

R^ <c 670 MPa and for more strength steels are separately

adjusted. The values of the permissible number of the cycles

lesser than in the Code (especially in high-cyclic region) are

obtained by the Regulations curves for steels with R^ ^ 750 MPa

under comparable cycle asymmetry (Pig,6). The effect of loading

cycle asymmetry increases with increasing strength. In low-cycle

region higher values of the permissible numbers of the cycles

are obtained by the Code curves (Pig.7). When decreasing stress

amplitudes the difference between the Code and Regulations

decreases (curves 5 and 6 in Pig.6). The curve 7 in Pig.7 is

below the curve 5» This fact is partially caused by the diffe-

rence between the stress ratios. Here maximum nominal stress

equals yield strength corresponds to the curve 7. It should be

taken into account that nominal stress according to the Regula-

tions does not exceed 85 % of yield strength.

It is claimed that the calculations by the USSR Regulations

provide more conservative estimation of the permissible number

of operation cycles as a whole. However it should be noted

that the application of the fatigue equations instead of the

calculated fatigue curves at stages 4 and 5 results in larger

values of fi$,

Stage 6 completes the calculation system by determing the

cyclic life for structure component or for total cyclic damage.

At stage 6 we determine the permissible number of the cycles

that is minimum one from three values obtained by two fatigue

equations (stage 4) and by quasi-static failure equation

(stage 5).



When using several different types of cyclic stresses
during operation we apply the rule of linear damage summation
as in ASME Code:

where
K - number of stress cycle types;
^ - design number of cycles by i-type;

£Njp - permissible number of cycles by i-type.
Fatigue lifetime for the structure component considered

is determined such that Ä = L&J •

We considered the procedure of calculation for fatigue
strength or determination of fatigue lifetime that is based
on the simplified calculation methods. The chief advantage of
this procedure lies in the fact that engineering level of
accuracy (with error on the high side of safety factor) is
provided under rather insignificant labour costs. More precise
procedures based on, for example, finite element method, are
being used for highly important structures or loading condi-
tions that do not allow for using simplified approach. Now
the works on sertification of these procedures are being
carried out.
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Table I

Parameters of Fatigue Curve Equations

'•. signation

m

e

(under symmet'
ric cycle)

B

- i
T

m

TR—Jin :700 MPa

0,5

0,132

0,16

£ 1 , 2

0,005'

0,005

7T

is

(1 +

'RT«pO,

• Z ^

1"RpC

700 MPa<

0 ,36 + 2«10" 4

[""a . (1 + 1,

(0 ,54 .2 .10^ .

i j
1"Rp0>2''Iiln

:R^4-1200 MPa

4-1Ö^ZT)J

in m

i-r)/2
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Table 2
Steel Mechanical Properties, Defining

Calculated Fatigue Curve Applicability

Figure

p

3

4

4
6
5

5

6

"7
1

Curve

I

2

I

2

1-5

6, 7 in
Fig. 4, 5
7, 8 in
Fig.4,5

1-5

1-5

1-5

6,7

Temperature,
°C

up

up

up

up

up

up

up

up

up

up

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

350

375

450

425

350

375

350

350

350

375

Mechanical

ZT*32%; ET

R m ^

RT

V.

u • / *

rp

650

E T .

ET =

•£>

552 MPa

45%; E1

270 MPa

<. R_Q 2 /

£j - 1 ,

552 MPa

896 MPa

m
• •Vyyo\ £1

s 1,9-10

.750 MPa

B 1,9-10

670 MPa

= 1,95

? E T =

Proper t i e s

.10 5 MPa

2,1-10 5 MPa

, 7 ; R ^ > 350 MPa;

= 1,73-105MPa

; E T =

9-1O5

; E T =

; E T =

= 1,9

5 MPa

; Z ^
5 MPa-

; ' E T =

2-1O5 MPa

8; RZ^500 MPa

2,1-1O5 MPa

2,1-10 5 MPa

•105 MPa

MPa; Zx^50%;

40%;

2,07-105 MPa
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INTRODUCTION
I he two research reactors at Harwell.
DIDO and I ' l l TO iKifiures I and 2|.
were comini--ioncd in \')7>H and |y.i4
respectively. In IV8K. after thirt>
years of successful operation. A K A
commissioned a study to identify life
limiting features in order to establish
a basis for life extension. The study
was required to make recommenda-
tions for inspection and assessment
which would provide detailed infor-
mation about the current condition of
the reactors ami potential degrada-
tion mechanisms. In I')84J. a larfic
amount of inspection and assessment
was undertaken. Thi> paper, after
<y v infl brief details of the reactors,
describes the life limiting features
study and the inspection and assess-
ment that was undertaken. The
organisation and management of the
work undertaken hv AK A Technology
was an important factor in ensuring
minimum dowiMime and In-- of rev-
enue.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
REACTORS
The two reactors were similar in
design. They were fuelled bv highly
enriched uranium and moderaled and
cooled by heavy water. Their thermal
power was 2~> Mft . The fuel and
heavy water were contained in a pure
aluminium tank '!'•> mm thick. Across
the tank were through and re-entrant
lubes used to contained experimental
facilities. ( ui i l idl na> primarily by
- i \ «l.iml>-. -icrl dad cadmium arms,
pivoted al one end and rai-ed and
lowered through the fuel \ f |er

cooling the fuel, the heavy water was
circulated hy pumps out of the tank
through downconier pipes to three
heat exchangers and was returned to
the tank through four riser pipes. A
plant room beneath the tank con-
tained heavy water pipework, bel-
lows, the heat exchangers and heavy
water pumps. The heat exchangers
transferred heat to a secondary li»ht
water coolinp circuit which dumped
heat to atmosphere through cooling
towers.

The reactor tank was surrounded by
a graphite reflector contained within
an outer steel tank. The steel tank
was mounted in a biological shield of
harytes concrete approximately 1.7 m
thick. This was reinforced hy steel-
work embedded in ground founda-
tions to provide support for the reac-
tor. Heat p'tieruted in the biological
shield was removed hy shield cooling
water. Kach reactor was housed in a
steel circular containment hui ld i i i "

with ventilation systems. The build-
in:: supported an orbital reac'or crane
used mainly for transporting shielded
llasks. Diverse electrical supplied
provided essential power and each
reactor was controlled from control
rooms within and outside the reactor
huildin*!. These contained reactor
safety and protection systems.

LIFE LIMITING FEATURES
STUDY
An interdisciplinary committee of rel-
eviint experts was set up to identify
life limiting features of the reactors
and to make recommendations for
inspection and assessment. The com-
mittee included experts able to pro-
vide advice on the likely depredation
mechanisms: irradiation emhriltle-
ment corrosion, fatigue. Winner ener-
«\. loss of strength in concrete, wear-
and-lear. In addition to considering
(lie main reactor components, the
committee also considered building
ventilation, cranes and flasks, control
and safety systems. The committee
considered likely changes in the regu-
latory environment in as far a* these
affected safety methodology and qual-
ity assurance. The committee
reviewed previous operation of the
reactors, maintenance and refurbish-
ment practice. Although a formal
economic analysis was not undertak-
en, the committee recognised likely
financial constraints on future refur-
bishment in relation operating rev-
enues.

Following its study, the committee
expected that the essential fabric of
the reactors to be still in fjood condi-
tion anil expected it to remain in <:ood
condition for many year». The fea-
tures that were considered most likely
to limit the life of the reactor" were
the aluminium tanks with irradiation
embrilt lemenl. corro-ion of down-
comer and ri«er pipework from leak"
in the l i i i i -h ic l i l cooling In-- of
"•treti'rth of the concrete atid corrosion



"1 lin1 t rinlnrciiij: • I c i K c u k from
Irak* in tin- Inn—Illrlif rimlin^. \fc ijirirr
i i n r u \ relea-e from tin' (iiaphilc
i>flcclor anil the integrity of the reac-
tor r r j i i i ' - relative li> modern stan-
dard- , l o r all these feature- suffi-
cient information was not available
about their current i olul it ion. The
c om in 1111 r then lore recommended
wide ran^in^ inspection and a-M'»s-
nicnl.

INSPECTION AND ASSESSMENT

I III' leatiire- lor inspection an<l
a--e--mellt wnr ill im |ifil iinili'l' IHIK'

heading- l l able I ) . \ specification
lor each in-pei>ion or assessment »a>
written lo ilcfiiii- tin- rc<|iiircmcnt and
to - i t i|ii.ilit\ and acceptance stan-
dard-. Some in»perlion- were -iinilar
to those carried oul roiitinrly and for
the-e normal practices could lit' fol-

lowed with tiir minimum ol change.
l lni i r icr . some inspection» Mere new
and re<|iiircd new M ) T «•<) il i ]>m«-n t
and liilini(|iir- to lit' drwloprd. test-
ed, and M'li l icd. Sonic ins|>cclion>
Here carried out with tile reactor at
|iower. while others rci|iiircd the reac-
tor shutdown and the tunk drained o|
hc;i\\ water to reduce dose and allow
acro.v Tile latter necessitated a lon^
reactor shuldown after unloading of
all fuel and reactor facilities. Some
details of specific inspections and
a»sf>sments are <:i\en lielow.

(a) Assessment of Embrittlement of
Reactor Tank

I l i i - was carried out i>\ a Depurtinenl
at Harwell expert in radiation damage
measurement and mechanisms. An
accurate assessment of tile irradiation
dose received hy different parts of the
tank was made. <listin"iiishin<r

hetween last and slow neutrons. I lie
material composition was analysed
from tlic original specification^ and
from chemical analysis of scrapings
taken from the tank. Tin- enalded a
correlation to he made with data that
had been ohtaiued lor comparahlc
materials. This data indicated the
effect of irradiation flucncc on
emhrittlcmcnt as expressed \>\ uni-
form and maximilin elongation Irom
tensile les l i i^ . (Consideration was
p\en to extracting irradiated material
from the tank for testing hut this was
not pursued. I lie rorrclalinn willi
other ilata -u^^i--ti'<l that xime parts
of the tanks were likely to IKIXC -ut
I I I cd a decree ol i inln it l l r in in l .
llowevi'r. this was judged not lo lie ol
concern because the stresses in the
tank, as ascertained hy finite element
sires» analysis were \ery low. and the
tank was not subject to significant
impact or dynamic loads during nor-
mal operation. It was also to he com-
prehensively inspected fur cracks.

(b) Visual inspection of the Reactor
Tank

The inspection of the DIDO reactor
aluminium tank was the largest single
task in the programme of inspection.
The tank, shown looking down in tin-
tank during construction I figure Hi. is
approximately 2 m diameter and 2 m
deep In-low the shield plu<;. About 21)
people were involved with the inspec-
tion. The inspection of the whole of
the inside of the tank, the risers and
downcomers (the first two items in
table I ) look about three weeks.

The four vertical downcomer pipe-
can be seen Dear the outer wall of llie
tank in figure '.i. The three risers are
positioned near the centre of the tank,
below the no/zlr box. which is in the
middle at the bottom of tin- tank. The
nozzle box locales and supports the
weight of the 2."> furl elements.

The D IDO tank ha- ej»ht re entrant
tillies I III a liked off stub-) extend i u^
from the sides of (lie lank, and an
ohround loblon^ with rounded end-}
hollow lube i J-tiin lube) i ro- - in^ tin-
tank near the bottom. There i- also a
drain line and a weir lowrflow I pipe,
which was not in po-ition when thi-
pholo^raph I figure .'{) wa> taken.

It wa- not po--ihlc in tin- time avail
able to punha-c a -uil.ililr m.impula



t <>f tu m-pil ! llir in»ide of the lunk.
However, t IK- \u - t ra l ia i l Nuclear
Science & TiThtinlii^v Organisation
I \NSTOi hail rarrii'il onl an inspec-
tion of the aluminium tank of its
DIDO-txpc ri'artor ii-iiii' a manipula-
tor. I iii- manipulator Ha- liirt'il from
I V S i t l lor t (it- in-pcction of t he

Tlir la-k of in~i... tinir tlir DIDO tank
lit-yan li\ making a full -ize mock-up
of tin- tank, anil in-tailing thr manip-
ulalor. Fijiure t - h o * - thr \icw
tliroii^li tlir »ide of tin' mock-up, with
thr manipulator <:rippin^ t lie rotar\
ulli a-miic |iroln' u-ed for in-pectin;:
of llir tank weld-. Ml of llir ri|ui|>
mi-lit Ha- raliliratril u»iiij: tin- HUM k
up ami lilt- in-prrtioM proccdiire-
were refined to reduce tlir artual
Ill-pi'itlon time. Protractor- Hrrr III
t i l l I I I l l i r 111,1 M l | ' l l l . l l i ' l t h a t U ' a v e ,1

reprodiicuhilitv of position in-ulr the
tank In nilliin I nun. A hi<:h resolu-
lioii ( < IN camera H:I> rupalilr of
picking up features a- -mall a- 0.2 rum
arro*!-.

I hi' ui-prctiim of thr DIDO tank wa-
< iirrii'il out i lurin^ a lon^ rrurtor
-lilltiloHii. after il hail lici'li i inplni l
of all rxprrimental ri)!'>. fuel elrmrnts
ami rontrol ali>orlirr> anil tin- hca\ \
Hati-r ilraini-il from the lank. Thi '
iiwinipnlalor u-ril for all tin- inspec-
tion anil It-stiii!! operation- in-nlr the
lank Ha- in-erteil ami fixed to the
realtor top plate.

Kifllire •"> - I I I I H - \ I ) T speriulisl-. oper-
alinj; the | I > I ei|iiipment. Kijiun- (>
SIIOH- the roliolir- team. o|ieratin(: the
manipulator anil an o w r t i e n ('.(! I \
ramera. Tin» ramera H; I - u»etl for
tii'Hiri^ the po-ilion of t hi- NDT

prol)e>. ami to olitain an o \ r r x n \ \
whin c a r m i i ; oul the tletaileil \ i -ual
in>pertion in-nlr the tank.

The iletaileil Msiial in-peitiou l l- i i l
the hijzli resolution ( • l \ eamera.
reeorilin^ onto a hi^h h.indw iill Ii
\iileo tape reeoriler usin^ open reel
one inch tapes. The \iews seen with
the overvii-H lainera Here reeorileil
mi an S - \ I I S tape reeoriler. I lie
o\ervit-H camera »a- u-eil throii<:lii>ut
the iletaileil >isual inspeetion H I I I - I I
the hi^h resolution eamera na-
inoiinti-il on the manipulator. The
o\er \ ieH camera also reeonleil the
N D T testin» nf the v.eld> untl tin-
ullrasonie thiekness iiieasiirenients. A
C.(!T\ eamera with a ri^ht-an^le
rotating heail Has used lor the \isual
inspeition inside the risers and ilown-
eomers. The ('( ' .T\ eaniera was
passed through the holes to \ i - i ia l l \
inspeet the risers and their Helds to
the tank.

The inspection <>l the tank revealed no
significant manufacturing ileleets.
Althoiii;h scuff marks could clearly lie
seen on the (1(1T\ equipment, mea-
surements shoHi-d that the scuff
marks had little depth and nere of no
concern.

The depth of scufliiif: marks were
measured l>\ a piupo-e luiilt fiau^e
usin;: a displacement transducer,
shown in figure 7. (ialiliration check-
on the scuff depth measurement
device >;ave a maximum error of 0.0 \
mm. A liowden calile pulled the
transducer across the scuff mark: the
calibrated output from the transducer
<:uve the depth of the mark.



(c) Ultrasonic thickness
measurements

\ i iul lni purpose-built <:uu<:i' shown in
figure Htta> Used for ultrasonic thick-
nrs> measurements of the tank wall
and »eld- , tin- ri*er and downconicr
pipe». A tripod arrangement keeps
thc ultrasonic probe at rifiht angles to
flat ami curved surfaces, anil the
manipulator titi|>- onto tin- to|> platt'.
The tank was filled with heavy water
for use as t hi- coiiplant for tin- ultra-
sonic transducer. The ultrasonic
thickness measurements on the tank
"hell and 2-tan tuhe showed that
there was no fieiicral thinning, either
from the inside or the outside.

(d) Wigner Energy Release from the
Graphite Reflector

The -I.i lr ol the graphite wa- of par-
ti cular interest, since if the U i«ncr
stored energy in the graphite was too
hijlh. under certain circumstances the
graphite mi^hl overheat. Graphite
samples were trepanned at three lev-
els from a vertical hole in the I>IIX I
•rruphite reflector. Measurements of
the rate ol release ol stored energy
were made on the samples. In addi-
tion, an assexsment ol (he condition of
the graphite required knowledge of
the temperature distribution, which
na» obtained by direct measurements
u-in^ thermocouples embedded in the
liruphitc. and the radiation dose.

The potentially lia/ardou- condition
of tin- graphite i- when the rate of
release of stored energy i- greater
than the specific heat.

The measured peak rate of cntT»)
release of (). 12 Jg'"k ' was only about
one-tenth of the specific heat at that
temperature. 1.3.1)1 ~'"K '. The rates
of energy release were well below the
specific heat of graphite. It was
therefore concluded that the reactor
could lie operated for several times its
current age before the ^Signer stored
encr»\ would present any possible
hazard.

(e) Concrete Bioshield and
Steelwork

The stale of the concrete had to he
assessed since there had been some
leaks of shield cooling water and it
was necessary to assess whether this
had affected the properties of the con-
crete or its embedded steelwork.

The inspection of the DIDO concrete
established that surface cracks identi-
fied 20 years ago showed no sign »if
change. To inspect internally, the
concrete was viewed inside two holes,
which had been cored in l °67 . The
concrete wa- in good condition, with
no crumbling, decay or powdering.

Simple scratch tests on the surface of
the concrete indicated no deleterious
effects of radiation on the concrete.
An assessment of the neutron dose on
the concrete iti both reactors showed
that the dose was two orders of magni-
tude below that at which damage
would be predicted.

The steelwork wa- examined for rust-
ing by ultrasotiically measuring the
thickness of the steel cladding around
the DIDO concrete block. In addition

four pieces were trepanned ami exam-
ined. In ull cases the loss ol thickness
was nc^li^ilile. The alkalinity ol the
concrete had prevented any signifi-
cant rusting of the steei.

It was concluded that the shielding
and structural integrity of the con-
crete and steelwork had not been
affected by the neutron dose or the
water leaks.

(f) Reactor Crane

The reactor cranes had been designed
according to the standards in lorce at
the time of their construction durin;:
the late I(».">IU. Although there was no
evidence from inspections to doubt
their integrity, in order to ju-t i ly
extended lite, an assessment of the
ability of the design to meet modern
crane standards and an evaluation of
fatigue damage were carried out.
Difficulties were the absence of design
drawings, material specifications and
construction records: this information
had to be obtained by measurement
in-situ and usin<: judgement about
practices that were likely to have been
used. A comprehensive assessment of
the design was carried out which
included a finite element stress analy-
sis. Some features were identified
which did not conform wholly with
modern standards, for example, the
use of cast jjears. but these were gen-
erally on small components whose
replacement would present no insu-
perable difficulty. Stresses in the
structure were generally found to lie
within current code limits. The evalu-
ation of fatigue damage required
knowledge of the previous operating
history for which an estimate had to
be made. It indicated areas where
mi leased inspection would be d i - i i
able but did not find that any reason
for not extending the life of the
cranes.

In parallel with the design assessment
was a probabilistic risk assessment to
estimate the failure probability of <i
dropped load and to identify critical
components by means of a failure
mode- and effects analy- i - (fault
tree-) . T h i - a-se-sment found that
certain failure- within the di.i-t motor
could lead to a dropped load which
h i* lead |o modification- in the motor
control circiiilrv.
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SYSTEM

Reactor aiuminiur tank
: Risers and downcomers

Shielding

Stee! tank ana concete

' Primary cooling circuit

Secondary cooling circuit

Safety equipment

; Fuel and handling equipment

Building and building services

LABORATORY AND DIVISION

Harwell Laboratory

Research Reactors

Engineering Sciences

Engineering

Environmental & Medical
Sciences

Materials Development

Material Physics and
Metallurgy

Thermal Hydraulics

Springfield] Laboratory

Fuei and Materials

COMPONENTS

Tanii ani internal components, surfaces and welds

Aluminium risers and downcomers. steel Imers, gland expansion

joints.

Graphite, boral. lead

Reactc steel tank, concrete block, supports, walls foundations.

D2O pumps, heat exchangers, bellows, pipework, fiow monitoring

H-0 pumps, pipework, cooimg towers, flow monitoring

Electrical supplies, safety, control and emergency equipment,

monitors, alarms

Fuel elements, handling flasks, internal storage block.

Reactor building, cranes, ventilation systems.

GROUP INSPECTION AND ASSESSMENT WORK

Engineering Systems

Reactc Design

Reactor Operations

Remote Handling &

Robotics

Active Operations

Health Physics

RAT design, cranes, electrical, flasks.

Risers, downcomers, reactor buildings

Graphite, mechanical tests, visual.

Complete inspection of Dido RAT

Graphite.

Flasks, general radiation monitoring

Irradiation Metalljrgy Properties of RAT aluminium

Advanced Applications All NDT Inspections.
Unit of National NDT
Centre

Reactor Physics Boral, graphite radiation damage.

Multiphase Systems D,0 pipework.

Materials Physics
Section

Wigner stored energy in graphite

COMPANY

Brush Switchgear

Delta Electrical Systems

GEC Installation Equipment

Lloyds Register industrial Division

National Vulcan Engineering Insurance Group

NNC Chemistry Department

RM Consultants

VNE (Nuclear)

Wharton-Acrow Cranes

W.S Atkins Engineering Sciences

INSPECTION AND ASSESSMENT

Electrical switchboards.

Electrical switchboards.

Electrical switchboards

Reactor buildings

Cranes and flasks.

Concrete shielding and steelwork.

Cranes

Risers and downcomers.

Cranes.

Cranes

CONCLUSION
The Life limiting Features Study anil
llu- inspection and assessment proxiil-
cil tin- essential information on which
life extension could lie liaseil. It
shotted that e\en after 'M) years oper-
ation the reactor- were in flood condi-
tion and capable of hem-: operated lor
many more years.

I nfortl inatel) . soon after the work
had been completed, major eustomers
withdrew their financial support.
Alternative sourees of 111 nil in:: were
not able to eonipensate for tl.i- -hort
tall, anil both reactors Mere shutdown
and closed on 51 March I «<)(>.
However. AKA Technology had gained
\alnali le experience in Plant Life
Kxtension which it is now able to
apply, in whole or in pur l , to other
\uelear Power Plants.

Jhf itulhor UI*/I*>.« tit nikntnilfiinf ihr
Dr. I) Ihtthltnon in prrjmrmii r/in fici/irr

MANAGEMENT AND
ORGANISATION
The Life Limiting Feature Study was
curried oul by a committee of eiphl
technical experts drawn from within
\ K \ Technology under a chairman.
The committee included expert» with
knowledge of the principal degrada-
tion mechanism» likely to be encoun-
tered, structural integrity, anil reac-
tor design and operation.

The inspection and assessment
i m o h e d a lar^e number of people.
niiiinU from different \ K \

Departments, but complemented by
other companies with specific skills
outside AKA s experience. An AKA
project manager was appointed to
plan and coordinate all activities,
responsibility for which was delegated
to other AKA manapers. The inspec-
tions, in particular, the inspection of
the tank, were carried out by AKA
inspection Departments (Table 2).
AKA also undertook the assessment of
Wipner energy. The National Nuclear
Corporation undertook inspections of
the conrretc. A further nine compa-
nies carried out work l»ee Table ,'{|. AEA TECHNOLOGY
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PRIMARY GOALS OF AN AGING
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

IDENTIFY & EVALUATE SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES AND
COMPONENTS FOR POTENTIAL AGE RELATED
DEGRADATION

IMPLEMENT EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS TO INSURE
COMPONENTS WILL CONTINUE TO PERFORM THEIR
INTENDED FUNCTIONS FOR:

THE CURRENT LICENSING PERIOD

THE EXTENDED LICENSING PERIOD

DOCUMENT FINDINGS TO SUPPORT CURRENT OPERATIONS
AND THE LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power





PROGRAM PLANNING & SCHEDULING

HIGH LEVEL PLAN IS BASIS FOR PROGRAM
AUTHORIZATION

DEVELOP LONG TERM PLAN TO MEET PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES (7-10 YEARS)

MAJOR MILESTONES

INTERFACES WITH PLANT PROGRAMS

PRIORITIZATION & SCHEDULING OF ACTIVITIES

MANPOWER PLANNING

* MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
* STAFFING LEVELS

* LEAD TIMES

CAPITAL AUTHORIZATION

OUTAGE PUNNING

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power



SYSTEM AND STRUCTURE SCREENING

METHODOLOGY

DETERMINE SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES

CURRENT LICENSING BASIS

DEFINE BOUNDARIES

DETERMINE FUNCTIONS

EVALUATE TO DETERMINE IF IMPORTANT TO
LICENSE RENEWAL

OUTPUT

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS
IMPORTANT TO LICENSE RENEWAL

TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION OF SYSTEMS
REQUIRING NO FURTHER EVALUATION

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power



COMPONENT SCREENING

METHODOLOGY

PREPARE COMPLETE COMPONENTS LIST

EVALUATE TO DETERMINE IF IMPORTANT TO
LICENSE RENEWAL

OUTPUT

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS
IMPORTANT TO LICENSE RENEWAL

TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION OF COMPONENTS
REQUIRING NO FURTHER EVALUATION

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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COMPONENT EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

DETERMINE COMPONENT SPECIFIC INFORMATION

DETERMINE APPLICABLE ARDMs

EVALUATE FOR PLAUSIBLE COMPONENT-ARDM
COMBINATIONS

DETERMINE DEGRADATION MANAGEMENT
ALTERNATIVES

* OUTLINE PRACTICES WHICH PLANT
PROGRAMS MUST CONTAIN IN ORDER TO
MANAGE AN ARDM EFFECTIVELY FOR A
GIVEN COMPONENT

OUTPUT

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SET OF
PLAUSIBLE COMPONENT-ARDM COMBINATIONS

PROPOSED EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
ALTERNATIVES FOR PUUSIBLE COMPONENT-ARDM
COMBINATIONS

TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION OF COMPONENT-ARDM
COMBINATIONS WHICH DO NOT REQUIRE FURTHER
CONSIDERATION FOR LICENSE RENEWAL

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power





EXISTING PROGRAM EVALUATION

EVALUATE EXISTING PLANT PROGRAMS FOR EFFEC-
TIVENESS IN MANAGING PLAUSIBLE ARDMs FOR
COMPONENTS

METHODOLOGY

DETERMINE IF PLAUSIBLE COMPONENT-ARDM
COMBINATIONS ARE COVERED BY AN EXISTING
PROGRAM

DETERMINE IF EXISTING PROGRAM IS
EFFECTIVE

IDENTIFY NEED TO MODIFY PROGRAM OR CREATE
NEW PROGRAM IF NECESSARY

OUTPUT

TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION THAT A COMPONENT-
ARDM COMBINATION IS EFFECTIVELY COVERED
BY PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE PLANT PROGRAMS ARE TAGGED

TECHNICAL DETERMINATION THAT A
MODIFICATION TO AN EXISTING PROGRAM, OR A
NEW PROGRAM IS REQUIRED

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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BGÄE/EPRI/ABB PLEX ACTIVITIES

COMPLETED

REACTOR VESSEL SERVICE LIFE EVALUATION

REACTOR INTERNALS SERVICE LIFE EVALUATION

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM SERVICE LIFE EVALUATION

REACTOR VESSEL ASSESSMENT OF DEGRADATION
MECHANISMS OF LOU AND MEDIUM CONCERN

REACTOR INTERNALS ASSESSMENT OF DEGRADATION
MECHANISMS OF LOU AND MEDIUM CONCERN

ASSESSMENT OF PRIMARY WATER STRESS CORROSION
CRACKING

ASSESSMENT OF LOU TEMPERATURE SENSITIZATION OF
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL

FATIGUE ASSESSMENT FOR LIFE EXTENSION

REACTOR VESSEL WELD MATERIAL QA REPORT

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power





IMPLEMENTATION OF AGING MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM RESULTS

METHODOLOGY:

DETERMINE IF PLAUSIBLE COMPONENT - ARDM
CAN BE EFFECTIVELY MANAGED BY

* MODIFYING AN EXISTING PROGRAM
* ADAPTING ANOTHER PROGRAM
* DEVELOPING A NEW PROGRAM

INTEGRATE PROPOSED CHANGES WITH TOTAL
PLANT & SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION PUNS

DEVELOP IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES FOR THE
PROGRAM CHANGES

IMPLEMENT PROGRAM

OUTPUT

PLANT PROGRAM TO MANAGE PLAUSIBLE
COMPONENT-ARDM COMBINATIONS

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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IMPLEMENTATION (CONT.)

MTEGRATE PROPOSED
CHANGES WflH TOTAL

PLANT AND SYSTEM
MPLEUENTATION PLAN

ONLY
MINOR CHANGES^

NEEDED TO EXISTING
PLANT PROGRAM

TO MAKE IT
EFFECTIVE.

NO

YES i

DEVELOP
IMPLEMENTATION

GUIDELINES

I

rPROGRAM
MODFICATION8 OR

NEW PLANT PROGRAM

OUTPUT BAOC TO
"EXBTMQ PROGRAM

EVALUATIONS*

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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BENEFITS OF AN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR

THE LICENSE RENEWAL PROCESS

RETAINS INFORMATION NEEDED BY MANAGERS &
ENGINEERS WHO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR LIFE CYCLE
MANAGEMENT AND LICENSE RENEWAL ACTIVITIES

ACCESSES HISTORICAL RECORD OF A COMPONENT TO
SUPPORT ITS DETAILED EVALUATION

ACCESSES HISTORICAL RECORD OF A COMPONENT TO
SUPPORT MAINTENANCE, REFURBISHMENT, OR
REPLACEMENT

GENERATES REPORTS FOR MANAGEMENT

GENERATES REPORTS FOR LICENSE RENEWAL
SUBMITTALS

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power





PLANT AND UTILITY ROLE

PROGRAM PLAN TAILORED SPECIFICALLY FOR PLANT

PROGRAM OWNERSHIP IS VITAL

PLAKT KNOWLEDGE:

OPERATIONS
MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

EXISTING PUNT PROGRAMS

INTEGRATE WITH AGING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

AWARENESS THROUGHOUT ORGANIZATION OF

AGING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
AGING MANAGEMENT/LICENSE RENEWAL CONCEPTS

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power





NUMARC

INDUSTRY REPORTS

21

0

0

0

0

PUR PRESSURE VESSELS

BUR PRESSURE VESSELS

PUR PRESSURE VESSEL INTERNALS

BUR PRESSURE VESSEL INTERNALS

PUR REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS

BUR PRIMARY PRESSURE BOUNDARY

PUR CONTAINMENTS

BUR CONTAINMENTS

CLASS I STRUCTURES

IN-CONTAINMENT CABLES

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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SUMMARY OF THE NEA/CSNI WORKSHOP ON THE SAFETY ASSESS-

MENT OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

K.Törrönen, VTT, Finland

C.A.English, AEA Technology, U.K

S.Crutzen, CEC/JRC, Italy

B.Hemsworth, Health&Safety Executive, U.K

R.C. Noel, EDF, France

1 INTRODUCTION

The Workshop was initiated by the CSNI Principal Working Group N°3, Reactor

Component Integrity as part of its programme concerned with the long term

degredation and service life management of reactor components. A central issue

in this context and in consideration of reactor plant license extension is the

capability to provide reliable safety assessments of component integrity using

available data and assessment methods. In this regard, the Principal Working

Group plans a systematic survey of reactor structural components critical to

safety, commencing with pressure vessels. Existing knowledge and recent

achievements in research on the behaviour of neutron irradiated materials,

applications of facture mechanics and probabilistic safety assessment methods

provide comprehensive information to the regulatory bodies and plant operators.

The Group considered that a workshop penetrating the problems met by

authorities, utilities and researchers asessing the safety of reactor pressure vessels

would clarify the current state of knowledge and the need and direction for

further research. The topics of the workshop are outlined in Fig.l.

This report is a summary of the NEA/CSNI workshop. List of individual papers

is given is Appendix 1.

This summary has been written by session chairmen and includes conclusions

given in the final panel session.
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSELS

Material degradation
as a function of time

o
o

Assessment
methods for
materials

Transfer of data to
vessel properties

Inspection and monitoring
Assessment
Mitigation measures

Regulatory requirements
KT90110

Fig.l The main topics of the workshop
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2 MATERIALS DEGRADATION (C. A. English)

The framework for the session was established in the review paper by Dr

Hänninen (VTT, Finland) which highlighted all the relevant phenomena of

thermal ageing, irradiarion embrittlement, fatigue, and stress corrosion cracking.

Of these themes the session concentrated on aspects of irradiation embrittlement

with one paper on thermal ageing. In this paper Dr. Druce (AEA Technology)

demonstrated that there was considerable variation in material response, and

showed that coarse-grained weld metal and HAZ was the most likely region to

be affected and that sensitisation was linked to phosphorous. There was interest

from the audience of the model developed to predict segregation at grain

boundaries and some concern on the effect of the combination of strain ageing

and thermal ageing.

The dominant theme in the papers on irradiation embrittlement was that of

mechanical property changes particularly the increase Charpy Shift. In addition,

the paper by English et al (AEA, Nuclear Electric and RR&A, U.K) raised the

question of dpa as a correlation parameter and illustrated the success of physical

models to predict embrittlement and the major developments in microstructural

characterisation which allowed a far more complete description of the irradiation

induced clusters which led to the observed hardening.

The main points to arise out of the papers on changes in mechanical properties

after irradiation are detailed below:

(I) The main result from the paper by Dr. Wallin (VTT, Finland) was that the

shape of the fracture toughness curve for ferritics was not affected by irradiation

and that the majority of ferritic steels tested gave similar shapes. The behaviour

was analysed using theoretical cleavage fracture models.

(II) Novel methods for analysing static fracture toughness data and Charpy V

notch data were presented in the paper by Valo et al, (VTT, Finland). In

particular the advantages of measuring shifts at the 28 J level was discussed and
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the need to correct for the drop in Upper Shelf Energy. The authors concluded

that standard Charpy V notch data under-estimated shifts in fracture toughness.

(HI) The work of Bolton and co-workers (Nuclear Electric, U.K) was presented

in the paper by English et al, on the successfull use of pre-cracked Charpy's to

determine the change in upper shelf fracture toughness on irradiation.

(IV) Finally, in the same paper, the good correlation between the irradiation-

induced changes in the 40 J Charpy shift and hardness changes for AS33B

submerged-arc weld and plate was illustrated from the work of Williams et al

(RR&A, U.K).

Two papers focussed on techniques for determining mechanical property

changes. Firstly, the paper by Dr. Vandermeulen et al (SCK/CEN, Belgium)

focussed on Charpy reconstitution to test L-T specimens in the T-L orientation.

It demonstrated that there was very considerable interest in reconstituted Charpy

specimens, as with the increasing importance of Plant Life Extension the need

for validated techniques was clearly appreciated by the audience. Finally,

Dr. Rintamaa (VTT) described a dynamic fracture toughness testing machine

based on an inverted Charpy desing. The fixed tip allowed a sophisticated laser

technique for measuring COD. The paper illustrated the power of ACOD/AD

measurements for determining ductile fracture initiation and energy related

fracture toughness parameters.

Lastly, it was only in the comprehensive review paper by Dr. Hänninen at the

start of the session that fatigue and stress corrosion cracking (BWR's) were

discussed. On fatigue Dr. Hänninen pointed to the importance of nozzles and

penetrations, monitoring of transients, and the need for imporvcment of crack

growth rate calculations. He saw stress corrosion cracking in BWR's as a major

potential problem although the data appeared very uncertain. In discussion of

the paper there appeared to be a general concern over clad toughness and the

synergism between different degradation mechanisms.

Overall the papers and discussion in the session highlighted the following issues.
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(a) The use of dpa as a correlation parameter is still debated.

(b) The use of the Charpy V notch specimens data is well entrenched but the

testing technique and data analysis is still evolving. There is a drive to develop

methods of extracting fracture toughness data by novel testing techniques. There

is also a continuing need to use Charpy-hardness correlations, and reconstitution

to maximise the use of small irradiated test pieces.

(c) There is still a general uncertainty of how to deal with combination of

phenomena, for example strain ageing and thermal ageing.

In the panel discussion it was also pointed out that several important areas of

irradiation embrittlement had not been covered.

- Decommissioned vessels

- Surveillance programmes for PLEX

- Post-irradiation annealing

- Loss of toughness of the cladding

The problem areas that are recommended for consideration are:

A. Methods for using Charpy type testing in the assessment of irradiation-

inducted degradation of PRV steels. These include

a) Experimental techniques, particularly, methods of testing which allow

determination of fracture toughness specimens.

b) Reconstitution of specimens

c) Interpretation of results

d) Transferability of Charpy data to large structures

B. Further investigation of cladding degradation mechanisms.

C. Correlation parameters for irradiation damage (i.e., fluence vs. dpa)
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3 INSPECTION AND MONITORING (S. Crutzen)

As a conclusion of the session it appears that inspection of RPV could be

effective and probably also reliable for usual RPV welds. It is probable that a

final conclusion could be drawn in a few years from now when particular

inspection problems will be solved and the relative inspection tecnique certified.

From safe-ens to difficult access of RPV components, it is to be noted that

focusing probes as well as phased arrays or other special probes are getting

more credit in solving problems.

It is thus fair to consider that Inspection will be able to play its role in the

Structural Integrity Assessment scheme and therefore in Vessel Safety Assess-

ment. The effectiveness and reliability of Inspection will depend very much on

the way in which "performance demonstration" will be used as a quality

assurance tools.

Due to the importance of PISC in the assessment of Inspection Capability, the

question has been posed on the possible continuation of PISC in the overall

context of pressure components inspection. It has been answered that a

possibility exists for the PISC group to sponsor and manage performance

demonstration (or certification) of inspection procedures for the benefit of the

members as well as further studies on inspection performance. In accordance

with this idea CEC-JRC is exmining the possibility of setting up, through the

cooperation of National Institutions and JRC, a Central Bureau of Inspection

Technique assessment and certification/validation. Technical support would thus

be given through the national centres of excellence and JRC to Operators to

help them in satisfying the requirements or resulting of any safety or liability

aspect of an industrial critical facility, nuclear and non nuclear.

The second pan of the session was directed towards continuous monitoring and

surveillance in aid of the structural integrity engineering and plant life

management.
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It is generally considered that the only property for which changes are expected

to be important during operation is that of fracture toughness and the seminar

confirmed that the general practice relies almost entirely on the results of

irradiation surveillance programmes.

Although in the distant future some reduction in these surveillance programmes

can be expected the general view is that they are at present essential as the best

approach to this problem. There is however a need for careful consideration of

the placing of such surveillance capsules with regard to simulating the vessel

flux and temperature, for imporved capsule temperature measuring devices and

for the inclusion of actual fracture toughness test specimen in addition to those

for Charpy V-notch tests.

In spite of considerable interest which has been expressed, there are as yet no

established methods for the non-destructive measurement of changes in

mechanical properties like fracture toughness. Measurement of hardness with the

establishment of appropriate correlations would seem to bear most promise for

immediate use, at least for the irradiation embrittlement case.

For measurement of fatigue and creep damage, no continuous monitoring

methods have been applied in this context nor are they yet developed for field

use. Indeed, many of the potential methods are more suitable for laboratory use

because they require small specimens or because the equipment is not easily

transported or requires laboratory conditions. The methods for leak detection and

for loose parts monitoring are well developed and widely applied.

During the discussion, recommendation was made for the correct continuation

of the PISC programme along the established plans. Recommendations are also

made for further support about materials characterization and for the organizati-

on of comparative exercices in this context.
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4 ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS (B. Hemsworth)

4.1 Materials properties - service degradation

Information on materials properties is often the greatest source of uncertainty

when canying out a structural integrity assessment. All the four papers presented

dealt with aspects of this important issue.

Professor Kussmaul's (MPA, Germany) comprehensive review of service

degradation stressed the importance of keeping accurate lifetime records. These

include a detailed knowledge of the steelmaking and manufacturing route for

key components. The as-built condition of the RPV should record the thermal

history including repairs. Professor Kussmaul listed the main forms of service

degradation which should be taken into account. The question of whether the

various degradation mechanisms are addtive or otherwise remains unanswered.

This is a topic for further study.

Mr Ianko (IAEA) described the work of the Agency in the nuclear plant field.

During his presentation the question of material data bases arose. Mr Noel

(EDFJrance) urged international co-operation on the compilation of materials

data bases. During his talk Professor Kussmaul warned against taking materials

properties data at face value. He concluded that the absence of transversely

orientated Charpy specimens in surveillance programmes may have a severe

impact on the safety assessment. It is important to know the lower bound state

of the materials after irradiation.

Since the greatest uncertainty in fracture calculations concerns the validity of

materials properties, is there a need for international co-operation under aegis

of the NEA/CSNI Principal Working Group 3? The success of the PISC

programme has stemmed from international collaboration by providing test

pieces and by active participation. Could a similar activity be mounted in the

materials properties data base area?
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Mr Pichon and co-workers (E.D.F., France) stressed the importance of managing

a well conceived surveillance programme. Materials properties uncertainties can

be reduced by greater understanding of the irradiation damage mechanisms and

by making better use of existing surveillance data.

During the discussion on surveillance programmes, the question of thermal

annealing of clad reactor pressure vessels was raised. The following questions

were raised:

a. Do we have sufficient information on the state of the cladding since it is:-

(I) aged and possibly sensitised during fabrication;

(II) aged for 40 years at service temperature;

(III) subjected to irradiation for 40 years;

(IV) embrittled by thermal annealing.

b. Since thermal annealing is an option for life extension, should clad specimens

be included in the surveillance programme.

During the discussion, Professor Kussmaul explored the question of nickel dose

and the displacement per atom methodology presented by Dr English (Nuclear

Electric, U.K). There is a need for further work in this area.

Professor Nilsson (KTH, Sweden) expressed a concern that stress corrosion

cracking had not been mentioned. Speaking personally, I would like to see

international collaboration to assess the stress corrosion resistance of dissimilar

metal joints because:-

a. they are difficult to fabricate;

b. they are metallurgically complex;

c. there are materials properties uncertainties;

d. they are difficult to analyse by stress and fracture methods;

e. they are difficult to inspect;

f. the question of leak before break needs to be addressed.

Dr McElroy and co-workers (AEA, U.K) reviewed the potential damage to ,

reactor pressure vessel supports caused by irradiation damage. He concludes that
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unless there is a major initiative to resolve the issues of neutron spectrum and

low temperature copper embrittlement effects, concerns will persist for the

structural integrity of reactor pressure vessel support structures in many

operating plant. This is an area of future study worthy of international

collaboration.

4.2 Stress and fracture methodologies

There was insufficient time to do justice to an excellent and comprehensive

paper on RPV assessment presented by Mr Noel (E.D.F., France). The paper

posed the question of deterministic or probabilistic assessment for reactor

pressure vessels. During the presentation, the question of validating the various

methodologies was raised and the need for international collaboration. Mr Noel

stressed the importante of taking into account the small LOCA.

A second paper by EDF was presented by Dr Bhandari who gave an eloquent

account of fracture mechanics analysis methods for subsurface defects including

their interaction with cladding. This was followed by Mr Rajamaki's (IVO,

Finland) paper on the effect cladding residual stress on J-integrals in pressure

vessel. Questions concerning tV validity of applying J-integrals at clad

interfaces and the need for valida ion of fracture methodologies were raised.

4.3 RPV operation aspects

In a comprehensive paper. Dr A yres (ABB, USA) raised the key question of

assessing reactor pressure vessel embrittlement and the importance of understan-

ding the over-pressure transient for life extension considerations. The approach

taken in the US using the AS ME Section III, Appendix G was given together

with the ABB Combustion Engineering approach for licence renewal. Mr

Ahlstrand (IVO, Finland) outlined the mitigation measures that had been

considered in Finland to deal with embrittled reactor pressure vessels. These

included flux reduction, ECCS modiflcations, thermal annealing, and a statement

of the current situation at Loviisa power plant.
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4.4 Recommendations

While Session 3 focused on the reactor pressure vessel and its supports, five

possible areas for future international collaboration emerged.

a. the need for a validated matrials data base for the reactor coolant pressure

boundary based on all sources of information including surveillance data;

b. the need to validate fracture methodologies;

c. the need for greater understanding of service damage mechanisms, their

interaction and prediction methods;

d. the need to understand more fully the benefits of possible mitigation measures

for reactor pressure vessel life extension assessments;

e. the need for a common understanding of regulatory requirements on a world

wide basis for issues relating to the safety of reactor pressure vessels.

5. REGULATORY ISSUES AND CASE STUDIES (R.C. Noel)

Mr K.E Wichman, of USNRC, in a paper by Mr Serpan and himself, presented

the US safety philosophy with respect to life extension licences: the applicant

has basically to demonstrate that the age related degradation mechanisms which

may impair the safety of systems, structures and components, have been

identified, evaluated, and accounted in a prospective safety evaluation.

The degradation issues range from problems already studied and invertigated

during several decades, such as irradiation embrittlement, to newer concerns

requiring future R&D evaluation studies, such as environmentally assisted crack

growth, corrosions, erosion-corrosion, thermal aging of duplex stainless steels.

Drs Hemsworth and Boyden, of UK Nuclear Installation Inspectorate, expressed

in their presentation a very similar permit of view, emphastising the rcspousibi-
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lity of the owner in the supply of proper safety appraisal which have to account

for concerns such as developed by their US colleagues in fields where

knowledge is still needing improvements.

Both US and UK authors insist on the importance of well adapted ISI

programmes, which have to evaluate in the sense of better accounting of the

effects of degradation mechanisms more or less poorly known in the past.

Dr Shah, of EG and G Idaho (USA) presented the details of a very developed

and documented methodology of life assessment procedure for PWR RPV. He

underlined in particular the recently developed methods and facilities to face

initial lacks of accurate material data, such as in situ sampling and specimen

reconstitution.

Dr Nilsson, of Swedish Rcyal Institute of Technology, presented the methodolo-

gy of a RPV probabilistic reliability assessment. Material properties, loads,

defects, and ISI results may be considered as random variables for which the

author suggested mathematical distributions.

His main conclusion is that the most valuable contibution of the PRA is to

allow a discussion of the relative effects of the parameters.

Some basic ideas can be drawn from there presentations and from the associated

discussions, so far safety assessments of RPV are consented:

a) importance of the availability of well documented files concerning the

characteristics of materials, the fluences evaluation and measurement, the defects,

and the transients

b) importance of a well adjusted materials surveillance programme, so far the

empirical methods and formulae of embrittlement evaluation need still

improvments

c) importance of the results of a well adapted ISI programme.

"i



APPENDIX 1

NEA/CSNI WORKSHOP ON THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF REACTOR PRESSURE
VESSELS

LIST OF PAPERS

Introductory remarks (J. Försten)

Session 1 (Chairmen: C. English and H.Hänninen)
Phenomena of Material Degradation

Review Paper on the State of Knowledge Regarding the Phenomena of Mate-
rial Degradation with Time Relevant to Reactor Pressure Vessels (H.Hänninen)

Review of Thermal Ageing Data and its Applications to Operating Reactor
Pressure Vessels (LA. Vatter, C.A. Hippsley, S.G.Druce)

Approach and methodology for condition assesment of thermal reactor pressu-
re vessels (C. English. A.J. Fudge, R. McElroy, W.J. Phytian, J.T. Buswell,
C. Bolton, P.J. Heffer, R.B. Jones, T. Williams)

Irradiation Damage Effects on the Fracture Toughness Transition Curve Shape
for Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels (K.Wallin)

Comparison of Charpy-V and J-Integral Transition Temperature Shifts in
CrMoV-Pressure Vessel Steels (M.Valo. K.Wallin, K.Törrönen and
R.Ahlstrand)

Charpy Specimen Reconstitution as a Means for Providing Data for Plex
Licencing Purposes (W.J.F. Vandermeulen. A. Fabry, J. L. Puzzolante,
J. Van de Veide, Th. Van Ransbeek and E. Van Walle)

Application of the Advanced Instrumented Impact Testing Facility for the
Irradiation Damage Assessment (R.Rintamaa. K.Wallin and M.Valo)

Neutron Fluence Determination and Uncertainty Analysis (F.B.K. Kam, C.Z.
Serpan, Jr., F.W. Stallmann and M.L. Williams)

Session 2 (Chairmen: R.Nichols and S.Crutzen)
Inspection and Monitoring of RPV's

Review Paper on Inspection Performance in View of Pressure Vessel Life
Management (S.Crutzen)

Review Paper on the State of the An of Monitoring of Materials Degradation
(R.Nichols)



Session 3 (Chairmen: B.Hemsworth and K.Kussmaul)
Assessment of RPV's

Review Paper of the State of the Art in the Assessment for material
Degradation with Time (K.Kussmaul)

Pressure Vessel Steel Surveillance Program Developments, Experience
Feed-back and Perspectives (B. Barthelet, C. Brillaud, C. Pichon and C. Rieg)

Some Aspects of the International Atomic Energy Agency Activities in the
Field of Nuclear Power Plant Life Management (L. Ianko)

Low Temperatur Embrittlement of LWR PVR Support Structures
(R. McElrov. T. Williams, F.M.D. Boydon and B. Hemsworth)

Reactor Pressure Vessel Functionality Issues and the Development of a Low
Temperature Overpressurization Transient Limit for Precluding Crack Initiation
(P.J.Hiieck. B.R.Ganta and DJ.Ayres)

Accurate Fracture Mechanics Analysis Methods for Subsurface or Surface
Defects, including their Interaction with the Cladding (A.Pellissier Tanon,
S.Bhandari and J.Vagner)

Effect of Cladding Residual Stresses on J Integrals in a Pressure Vessel
(P.Raiamäki)

Flux Reduction and Other Mitigation Measures for RPV's (R.Ahlstrand)

Session 4 (Chairmen: R. Noel and K.R. Wichman)
Regulatory Issues and Case Studies

Review Paper on the Philosophy and Technical Bases of Current Regulatory
Requirements Regarding Material Degradation with Time (C.Z. Serpan, Jr. and
K.R. Wichman)

A Regulatory View of Irradiation Embrittlement (F.M.D. Boydon and
B. Hemsworth)

A PWR Pressure Vessel Safety Assessment (R.Noel)

A Procedure for Assessing the Life of Pressurized Water Reactor Pressure
Vessels (V.N.Shah and W.L.Server)

Reliability Assessment by Aid of Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics (Fred
Nilsson)

Session 5 (Chairman and moderator K. Törrönen)
Panel session, Impact of the Workshop on Future/Regulatory Requirements

Conclusion and Recommendations of the Workshop
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ABSTRACT

Due to the great contribution that PWR plants make to EDF's overall generating capacity, a
special effort has been made to look into the life expectancy of these units, in order to
achieve better understanding of the technical and economic potential relative to keeping
these units in service.

An important project has been underway since 1986. The first step, which was finished in
1989, was a "think tank" looking at all information to date concerning the 900 MWe PWRs.
This led to a programme of work which concerned 18 components seen as sensitive. It aims,
on the one hand, to understand the long term behaviour of certain large items of equipment
and, on the other, to forecast, with more accuracy, the costs of any necessary unscheduled
maintenance. The second step, which is being undertaken at the present time, is to initiate
these studies and to get them underway.

As an example we shall present the thoughts, study programmes and the ficst results concer-
ning a representative component: the reactor vessel.

The operating feedback, the objective of keeping a high level of safety whatever the age of
the unit and the need to control the maintenance, have led to the development and extension
of this work programme.



1 - GENERAL PRESENTATION OF LIFETIME PROJECT AND ITS
CURRENT STATUS

1.1 - PROJECT BACKGROUND, AIMS

To date, France has a total installed capacity of about 50.000 MW of PWR
nuclear power plarts built over a 20-year period.

Replacement of this nuclear capacity is not yet on the agenda, but it is
still not too early to start thinking ahead.

If all the plant units had a pre-set lifetime (25 or 30 years for example), an
effort on the same scale would have to be planned on and after the year
2010 for the renewal of this capacity. Now, from both the industrial and fi-
nancial standpoints, these "stop and go's" are damaging and a construc-
tion programme which is reasonable in size but also spaced out in time is
preferable by far.

If in some countries (USA for example), plants receive an operating license
for a pre-determined period (generally 40 years), in France, no limit is set.
But the utility has to obtain permanent renewal of its license to operate,
subject to many and continuous justifications (of the safety review type).

Thus, it is vital to accurately assess the "lifetime potential" of each of our
units and to fully exploit it in order to delay and "best fit" the replacement
construction programme. For example, if some units would probably be
due for decomissioning after about 30 years of service, others should be
able to operate about 50 years (subject to confirmation studies, dedicated
maintenance and perhaps adaptation of the operating mode). A scenario
of this kind would space out the replacement of our current units.

The consequent aim is to :

1) evaluate as closely as possible the technical and economic lifetime
potential of each unit.

2) take steps to improve it whenever possible, while maintaining a high
safety level.

Thus, in addition to the maintenance actions, a systematic work pro-
gramme, the "LIFETIME PROJECT", was undertaken at the end of 1986.



1.2 - PROJECT PRESENTATION

This project is being conducted at Electricite de France on a joint basis by
the operating utility and the plant designer in close collaboration with the
concerned departments of the Research and Development Branch. It uses
especially the skills of the main manufacturers.

At a first stage, the studies were limited to 900MWe PWR units (34 stan-
dardized units of this type on line in France).

* The first project phase was mainly a "think tank". A list of equipment
items considered as "sensitive", and which would be the main focus of
the work programme, was drawn up.

Eighteen components were selected on a technical/economic basis
(table 1) : these were the components with highest-cast or longest
reconditioning, with the result that their replacement or rebuilding could
not find a place in routine maintenance programs and could jeopardize
the keeping in service of the unit.

N.S.S.S.

NON

N.S.S.S.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Reactor coolant pressure boundary (R.C.P.B)

1.1. Reactor vessel

1.2. R.C.P.Bpipes
1.3. Other R.C.P pipes
1.4. Steam generators
l.S. Primary pump casings

1.6. Pressurizer

Other NSSS mechanical equipment

2.1. Class 2 or 3 pipes
2.2. Control rod drive mechanisms

2.3. Reactor vessel internals

Containment and concrete structures
3.1. Containment and penetrations

3.2. Reactor pit

3.3. Anchors

Turbine generator set
4.1. Turbine

4.2. Generator

Instrumentation/control

Electrical equipment
6.1. Power cables

Cooling towers

Others

8.1. Revolving crane

TABLE 1 : Ust of selected components for the "lifetime project"



For each of these equipment items, we looked closely into the factors
conditioning their lifetime, drawing upon design studies, manufacturing,
experience feedback, surveillance and in-service inspection.

These investigations pointed to:

- some well-substantiated conclusions (for nearly all the equipment items,
40 year design lifetime appears guaranteed on a sure basis)

- the need for further work (generally studies for closer knowledge and
therefore better control of some types of damage)

' In the second project phase, the studies resulting from the "think tank"
were defined, started and implemented. Their aim was to find out the
lifetime potential of the sensitive equipment items and to determine the
measures of all kinds which could extend it, together with the exceptio-
nal maintenance expenditure arising from these measures.

Forty-six actions supplementing those undertaken elsewhere were the-
refore identified and the corresponding studies were started in 1989.
Most of them should be completed during 1991. The cost of these stu-
dies is over 20 million dollars.

By way of illustration, the actions undertaken for one of the eighteen
sensitive equipment items (the reactor pressure vessel) are outlined he-
reunder (section 2).

The impact of the unit operating mode was examined in parallel; our fa-
cilities are operated along lines slightly different from what was planned
at the design stage. They also run on full-scale load follow and fuel ma-
nagement has greatly advanced (plutonium utilization, quarter-core re-
loads). This led us to consider changes in the counting of events and to
search for in-depth knowledge of thermal/hydraulic transients and their
effects on damage.

2 - STUDIES TAKEN FOR A SENSITIVE COMPONENT: THE REACTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL

The reactor vessel occupies a special place in the investigations arising
from PWR unit lifetime concerns, due on the one hand to the safety cha-
racter attached to its integrity and, the other, to the fact that replacement
of this equipment item can practically be ruled out.

With the exception of the bolted closure assembly, vessel fatigue damage
is slight. Moreover, a maintenance programme was generated and a repair
process developed to address the particular problem of tapping thread
degradation during vessel opening/closure.



In fact, the phenomenon of irradiation embrittlement of the core zone ap-
pears to be limiting damage for the lifetime of this equipment item. The
studies undertaken mainly aim at determination of the margins from fast
fracture and the control of manufacturing features. These actions are
undertaken in conjunction with the Manufacturer (FRAMATOME) and the
CEA. The main areas investigated are as follows:

- in the metallurgical field, evaluation of the influence of the features of
vessels, related to their production mode, on their in-service behaviour:
these include the presence, localized close to the inner surface, of se-
gregations, the chemical characteristics of the welded joints, ...

- regarding irradiation damage, the acquisition of basic knowledge on
embrittlement mechanisms, allowing identification of significant para-
meters and their impactrthis has led to the undertaking of a literature
survey, metallurgical examinations of irradiated samples, experimental
irradiations studying the role of neutronic parameters (flux, spectrum...),
together with the creation then the running of data banks fed by the re-
sults of tests and surveillance programmes,

- in the dosimetric field, the search for ever-higher quality of results from
the surveillance programme capsules,

- in the neutronic field, better assessment of end of life integrated fluence
values and of the impact of the various fuel management modes used;
this will be obtained by the qualification of high-efficiency numerical
prediction tools and the checking of basic hypotheses by means of spe-
cial-purpose in-reactor instrumentation,

- regarding the justification of margins to fracture, updating of their de-
termination: thus, overall and local fracture mechanics methods are stu-
died and compared.

To date, the first surveillance programme results representing for some
vessels three-quarters of their design lifetime are pointing to moderate
embrittlement of materials after 40 calendar years of service (32 years at
full power). They confirm the real lifetime potential of this piece of equip-
ment, mainly due to the limited embrittling element contents of the core
shells and joined welded joints.

Extension of the anticipated design lifetime could be envisaged, without
requiring the application of a restoration treatment for the materials pro-
perties. However, the control of this potential calls for strict management
of the fluence integrated by the vessel. This requires a fuel management
mode strategy and, above all, fuel assemblies which influence value at the
vessel hot spot.



3 - OUTLOOK

We have seen that at first the French project was in practice limited to the
eighteen components considered sensitive in the 900 MWe nuclear power
plant units. Most of the forty-six actions undertaken will reach completion
in 1992. Some thoughts are in progress to add to this work in several di-
rections :

- additional studies will probably be induced by examination of the long-
term behaviour of the materials and structures of the eighteen chosen
components, for example in the wake of the discovery of new damage
types or even of advances in knowledge,

- to avoid limiting a nuclear power plant to a few components, allowance
will have to be made for the behaviour of fifty of them and for the costs
generated by the work needed to maintain their performance on a long-
term basis, by means of a probabilistic approach called "exceptional
maintenance",

- it was also considered to approach the influence of ageing on equip-
ment requalification procedures and on the functional tests of complete
systems. Moreover, the repercussions of changes in design rules will
continuously be allowed for in the various safety reviews.

The project will be extended to the nuclear reactors of the 1300 MWe
standardized plant series. In most cases, this will be a differential ap-
proach aimed at assessing the difference in design from the 900 MWe
class.
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1. SUBSTANTIATION OF RECOVERING HEAT TREATMENT (ANNEALING)

OF tfWER -440 REACTOR VESSELS

Assurance of safe operation of water-cooled and water-moderate:
*

power reactors during design life-time and substantiation of possib:

lity of their life extension is, to a large extent, related to

assurance of the reactor vessel brittle strength with regard for

radiation embrittlement of the vessel materials. A degree of materi?

radiation embrittlement is determined by radiation conditions,e.3 to

temperature, neutron fluence, flux density, and neutron spectrum,as

well as by initial characteristics of materials and, first of all,

by content of alloying and impurity elements.

Substantiation of brittle strength is based on the data on

vessel strain-stressed state, data on possible flaws in material ant

characteristics of materials obtained in fracture toughness tests o:

specimens and data on shift of critical brittle temperature of meta!

during radiation.

In the design the reactor vessel service life is conservatively

substantiated and the problem of brittle strength may be caused by

underestimation of the extent of material characteristics change

under the influence of operating conditions and the vessel operatior

under more rigid loading conditions that is stipulated in the desigi

Discrepancy between the effects of deterioration of material

properties in long-term operation and the effects determined by the

result of accelerated tests may become a serious problem in the

investigation of reactor vessel material properties change.

In design verification of iVV/ER-440 reactor vessels it was

assumed that a shift of critical brittle temperature (å T'f) of the

reactor vessel metal is described by the equation;

A T / =A/'(F.TC~18)1/3, °C
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where kf - radiation embrittlement factor assumed on the basis of

experimental check of material properities change after irradiation

in research reactors by the neutron integral dose being equal to that

affecting the standard vessels for the whole service life by the

calculption*
p

F - fast neutron fluence ( E £ 0,5 MeV), 1/cm

However, in the early eighties a difference was found out bet-

ween embrittlement indices assumed in the design and the data of tests

of surveillance-specimens withdrawn out of the reactor.

Additional studies ascertained that the vessel metal suscepti-

bility to radiation embrittlement depends greatly on the content of

impurity elements in the vessel materials, cooper and phosphorus,

first, and on metal structural state as well.

On the basis of processing of available data on radietion

strength of 15X2M^A steel and weld metal the empirical dependence

of radiation embrittlement factors against content of impurities was

obtained.

For base metal k1 = 11005a P-2,

For weld metal A/ = 800 (%T + 0,07%Cu),

where %? and %Cu is a percentage of phosphorus and coper content

in the weld metal.

Analysis of radiation embrittlement factors A f , assumed on

the basis of this relationship, showed that the base metal A/ values

do not impose restrictions on radiation life of the reactor vessel

and the weld metal AT value exceeds those assumed in the design.

With regard for the above-mentioned the analysis of radiation

embrittlement factors of WV/ER-440 vessel materials was carried out

and the question of ensuring the reactor vessel strength to brittle

failure was analysed.

The question of ensuring structural strength of reactor vessels
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under the conditions of the vessel thermal shock and high pressure

in the reactor vessel assumes a special actuality.

Thermal shocks may occur in emergency cooling system water

injection under the accidents with primary circuit leaks, accidents

with secondary circuit breaks, during transients at variation of

primary pressure and temperature. Danger of transients with over-

cooling is related to simultaneous realization of the following

factors:

- a crack or a flaw in the vessel wall,

- metal critical brittle temperature increased greatly under

the effect of radiation,

- high temperature stresses in the vessel wall caused by effec

of cold water,

- high pressure in the reactor vessel.

On the basis of the analysis measures were advised to ensure

safe operation of the reactor vessel from the viewpoint of brittle

failure strength assurance.

The measures include:

-revision of schedules of pressure and temperature variation

under the conditions of reactor heating-up and cooldown, revision o:

hydrotest permissble temperature depending on the reactor operation

time. The revision is carried out to provide for the reactor vessel

wall temperature above the permissible one for the given pressure

with regard for shift of critical brittle temperature in the course

of operation;

- reduction of temperature effects on the reactor vessel cylinc

rical part under accident conditions that is achieved by means of

water heating-up in tanks of emergency core cooling system and in

tanks of emergency stock as well as by means of change of the regioi;

of pipelines cutting-in from emergency feed pumps from "cold" leg

of circulation loops into "hot" legs;
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^ x - of deep cooling of the primary circuit in case of

steamlines rupture at the expense of installation of fast-acting val-

ves between steam generator steam lines and the main steam header

as well as of introduction of additional interlocks;

- installation of assembly-screens at a number of units instead

of periphery row of the core fuel assemblies that allows to reduce

neutron flux to the reactor vessel and will result in reduction of

a shift of critical brittle temperature due to irradiation;

- ensuring the periodic inspection of the vessel and, in the

first place, of the welds in the area of intensive irradiation.

Implementation of measures specifically advised for each IIPP

unit allows to provide for safe operation of V/V/ER-44O reactor vessels

in the course of design service life.

Thermodynamic instability of various radiation defects on

heating up irradiated metal resutls in elimination of these defects

and recovery of mechanical properties of irradiated metal. In such

a manner radiation embrittlement effect may be completely eliminated

or remarkably mitigated at irradiated metal annealing. This provides

principal scope for improvement of brittle strength and therefore

allows to ensure reactor vessel operation without reaching potentiall,

dangerous boundary of metal embrittlement permitting to improve remar-

kably NPF safe operation during the design service life and to open

an opportunity for extension reactor vessel operation beyond the

design service life.

Studies on substantiation of temperature-time conditions of reactor

vessel annealing involved i lie following:

-establishing general laws of metal radiation embrittlement

depending on metallurgical consideration, first of all , content of

impurities;
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-substantiation of temperature-time conditions of annealing b-

means of study of effect of annealing temperature and time, fast

neutron fluence upon recovery of material properties;

-study of effect of impurity content in metal on recovery of

irradiated metal properties;

-study of embrittlement laws at repeated irradiation after-

annealing.

Studies were carried out on materials produced according to

standard process used for manufacturing reactor vessel shells loca

ted opposite the core (15X2M^ A steel grade and weld metal perform

with CB-1OXM*>T welding wire).

To provide for irradiation conditions being controlled irradi

tion was implemented in NPP reactors in places of surveillance-

specimens location.

Fig.1 represents the results of experimental studies on the

effect of temperature difference in annealing ( T O T K ) and in irrad

tion (TQÖJI ) upon the degree of critical brittle temperature reco-

very /1/.

The investigations were carried out on specimens of 15X2M'£A

steel grade and of weld metal, phosphorus content in v;eld metal

being varied from 0,012^ to Qp55^, copper content -from 0,C3 to

0,22?J. Values of fast neutron fluence were within the range from

3,0.1O1^o 4,9. iO2OI/cm2.

The band of experimental data spread is caused by a v/ide rang

of irradiation temperature change,significant interval of change o.

impurity elements content in metal; nevertheless, the data given i

Fig.1 show the general tendency to increase the degree of recovery

of critical brittle temperature of irradiated metal at increase in.'

difference of irradiation and annealing temperatures. From these '

j
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data it also follows that dependence of degree of metal properties

recovery upon difference between annealing and irradiation tempe-

rature is approximately the same irrespective on the content of

alloying and impurity elements.

Studies of neutron fluence effect on recovery of critical

brittle temperature of weld metal were performed, phosphorus and

copper content in metal was 0,020^ and 0,18^, respectively ,

neutron fluence- 1,0.i0iy , 1,0.1CTu 1,9 . 10 and 4,9 . 10 cm ",

i.e fluence values differed almost by 50 times.

Study results are given in Pig.2. Por the investigated . materi-

als annealing results in one and the same residual embrittlement of

metal, i.e. under the given heat treatment conditions metal criti-

cal brittle temperature after annealing does not depend on neutron

fluence /1/.

?ig.3 represents experimental data on the effict of annealing

time on degree of recovery of critical brittle temperature /*</•

These results show that increase of annealing time above 100 hours

practically has no effect on the degree of properties recovery.

'.Then predicting reactor vessels radiation life determination

of correspondence of estimation of degree of materials radiation

enbrittlement based on accelerated tests at high neutron flux and

embrittlement degree at long-term operation of vessel is of great

importance. To the same extent it is important to compare annealing

efficiency by the test results of specimens irradiated at high

neutron flux and specimens of reactor vessel metal after its

long-term operation. With this aim annealing efficiency on material

of test coupon cut out of the reactor vessel of Novo-Voronezhskaya,

I,NPP after 20 years of operation was checked.

Two lots of specimens were annealed under the conditions of

42O°C-15O hrs and 460°C-72 hrs to verify dependences of ?« recovery
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obtained previously. Tests of annealed weld metal showed that the

anealing at temperature of 420 °C caused TK to "be considerably

recovered (70/3). In this case a value of residual embrittlement

amounted to 50°C. Annealing at t=460°C caused T/f to be as good as

completely recovered (95/5). The value of residual embrittleraent

amounted to only 10°C. In both cases complete recovery of the uppe

level of impact toughness occurred.

The results obtained verified completely the stipulated laws

recovery of properties of irradiated vessel steels during annealin

On practical implementation of annealing to extend the reacto

vessel life it is very important to know the laws of irradiation

embrittlement of materials under the conditions of repeated irradi;

tion after annealing, the efficiency of annealing after the repeate

irradiation. Data on variation of brittle critical temperature

of the weld metal during the cycle of irradiation-annealing-irradi;

tion-annealing show that the rate of the radiation embrittlement

in the case of the repeated irradiation after the annealing doe3n'

exceed the rate of embrittlement during the initial irradiation.

As far as the efficiency of the repeated annealing is concerned,

brittle critical temperature of metal is recovered to its value

after the first annealing /2/.

The investigations carried out also verified the fact that a;

a result of the repeated usage of annealing heat ageing of the

vessel material doesn't occur. With this aim lots of specimens of

the base metal and weld metal after irradiation in NPS reactor by

20 -2
fluence F = 1,0.10 cm were subjected to heat holding for

1500 and 3000 hours. To obtain the conservative results the heat

holding was conducted at temperature of 500°C being maximum possib!

in annealing the reactor vessel. The results of the specified mate-

rial tests after heat holding didn't show T# variations in com-

parison with the initial state. Consequently, at the first hours of
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annealing at t=500°C complete T* recovery has occurred and the

further holding didn't cause heat ageing of the investigated steels

So the annealing procedure may be performed multiply and such an

operation will not result in heat embrittlement of metal of the

reactor vessel at least to the total heat holding with duration

of 1000 hours.

Taking into account the fact that the rate of radiation

embrittlement in repeated irradiation after annealing corresponds

to the rate of radiation embrittlement in primary irradiation and

introducing conservative temperature margin of 20°C, we obtain

the following relationship for determination of a shift of critical

brittle temperature of metal in repeated irradiation after annealing

where ?o - neutron fluence after annealing.

This relationship is used for determination of of metal

of welds annealed at temperature not less than 46O°C.
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II" THE U33R ATL CC;.:3C0i: C0UTTTRIE3. TSCHI-ICLCGY CF T?IE

ccr.:ri3x o? WORKS ON RECOVERING HEAT TREATMENT

As a result of principal work on scientific-technical support

of recovery heat treatment of '.7,7ER-440 reactor vessels, of develop-

ment of processes and hardware by the leading organizations in the

U33R in 1937, first in the world practice, there have been performed

jobs on pilot-commercial annealing of Kovo-Voronezhskeya ITPJ, unit I'.

by "dry" method ( 430±20°C, 150 hours). In 1938 Armenian I'rG, ur.it I

was annealed by the revised procedure (450 + 40°C, 150 hours). The

experience of performing two first recovering heat treatments of

operating power reactors verified the correctness of scientific

developments laid down in its basis and of the accepted technical

decisions.

Hew technology called for development of new forms of organiza-

tion of jobs. In the U33R there has been organized an interbranch

economical association (MOKHT "Otshig") that joined specialists of

seven organizations: 0KB "Gidropress", Kurchatov Institure (IAE),

UPC "TZI*IITr.lA3H", VTTIIA3S, TZUII KM "Frometei", TO "Izhorskyj zavod",

W O "Atornenergoexport". Nowadays, recovering heat treatment of seven

more vessels of V,r,7ER-440 reactors was carried out: UPS "Bruno

Leuschner", unit I, GDR (1938); Kolskaya KP3, units I and II, U33R

(1989), KP3 Kozlodui; units I and III , Bulgaria (1989); KPS "Bruno

Leuschner", units II and III, GDR ( 1990).

The performed complex of investigations showed that for assu-

rance of safe operation and extension of radiation life of 7/7VER-44O

reactor vessel if it is exhausted with respect to brittle failure

strength criterion it would be enough to anneal the highest irra-
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diated metal of the weld because of the fact that the weld itself

(due to the high content of impurity elements) located on the level

of the core determines reactor vessel radiation life. This circums-

tance eliminated technical difficulties connected to implementation

of heat treatment of the entire reactor vessel and made this process

of restoration of properties of vessel metal realisable in practice.

Time-temperature conditions, the selection of alternative of

"dry" annealing, establishing the height of annealing area ( for

T.72R-440 reactor vessels dimension of 1 meter was accepted - a part

of vessel cylindrical wall with a circumferential weld in the middle

being on the core level) allowed to determine the design and the

equipment of the heating apparatus that has been developed and fab-

ricated lateron by 1TPO "TZNIITMA3H" and PO "Izhorskyj zavod".

The heating apparatus(Pig.4)is an assembly -welded construction involv-

ing a heating unit, a cover,being a biological and thermal protection,

and a cross-piece connecting the heating unit and the cover. The heat-

ing unit has 54 panel one-sided heaters of radiative heating

arranged into three circular rows, each row has 18 electrical heat-

ers. Each row of electrical heaters is divided into 3 independent?,

controlled areas having two paired thermoelectric temperature trans-

ducers (thermocouples) to monitor vessel temperature in the area of

annealing. Total number of thermocouples is 18.

A set of heating apparatus also involves: distributing board,

power cabinets ( 3 pcs), transformers ( 9 pcs - one for every heat-

ing zone). Transformer power is 90 kV.A); cabinets to control heating

(2 pcs); a system of power supply communications; monitoring and

control circuits; a system for automatic maintaining the annealing

conditions by the assigned programme "Remicont"; a system for reco- ;

ding thermocouple readings in the course of conditions; a system for r*

remote control and monitoring thermal and electrical conditions; *|
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a jig for assembling »adjusting and temporary storing the apparatus

Before the start of annealing jobs the following procedures

are performed: complete discharge of the reactor vessel, its drain,

cleaning and drying, check of serviceability of standard system for-

cooling the equipment of the reactor pit to prevent overheating of

structures surrounding the vessel in the period of performing heat

treatment. Organizational-technical measures are performed to exclui

getting water,cold air and other media into the reactor vessel in

the period of vessel metal heating-up, holding conditions during an-

nealing and cooling down:

- works on steam generators, reactor coolant pumps (RGP),

pressurizer are forbidden;

- closing all main gate valves (MGV) is to be checked;

- performing works in non-disconnected sections of the main

coolant circuit is prohibited;

- electrical circuits of RCP and MGV are subjected to dismant-

ling;

- hydroseal of the cooling pond and refuelling channel are

leak tested;

- closing valves of pulse tubes of inspection of the reactor

main joint leakages is checked;

- closing the manhole in the hea\- insuletion of the vessel

in the bottom area is checked.

After performing erection of the jig, assembling the heating

apparatus, connection of electrical equipment and unit-by-unit

inspection of thyristor controls at the nominal current load, the

heating apparatus is put down into the reactor vessel and is based

on its main joint. The apparatus design provides for the position

of the middle ring of heaters opposite the axis of the weld being
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annealed ( annealing zone covered by the used heating apparatus

is not less than - O J m with respect to the weld axis).

To perform annealing of W.YER-440 reactor vessel weld the fol-

lowing temperature-time conditions were accepted;

- annealing temperature is 475 - 15°C;

- holding time is 150 hours.

Annealing conditions are monitored with the help of thermocouples

of the heating apparatus. After the apparatus has been inserted

into the reactor vessel, a special mechanism moves the thermocouples

and presses them to the internal surface of the vessel wall. The

same mechanism provides for pressing the thermocouples tight against

the vessel wall during its thermal expansion in the course of anneal-

ing. Additional thermocouples are installed on the external side of

the reactor vessel ( nozzles area, supporting shoulder, cylindrical

part»bottom), in the channels of ionization chambers of the tank

of biological shielding, on concrete of the reactor pit in the area

of fastening, or. the thermal insulation of the vessel ( Fig.5; to

monitor thermal condition of the vessel and components of the

reactor pit equipment in the course of annealing. Total number of

additional thermocouples is not less than 20 pcs. Readings of ther-

mocouples during the entire process of annealing are continuously

recorded on the diagram tapes of the recorders.

The following restrictions shall be met in the course of heat

treatment as to the conditions of vessels strength and thermal state

of the reactor pit equipment;

- heating up rate - not higher than 20°C/h;

- cooling down rate - not higher than 30°C/h;

- temperature of the vessel supporting shoulder - not higher

than 300°C;

- temperature of biological shielding tank water - not higher
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than 9OCC;

- concrete temperature of the reactor pit in the area of

tank fastening - not higher than 90°C;

- stratification cf temperature by the readings of thermocoup]«

of one positions - not higher than 50°C.

In the course of annealing on the basis of temperature measur-

ing data the routine calculations of thermal state of the vessel

and pit equipment components are carried out, tendencies of tempe-

rature field variations are analysed and the course of annealing i

predicted and, in case of necessity, corrected with regard for real

conditions.

Annealing conditions require heating the annealing zone of the

reactor vessel to temperature much high above the operating tempera

ture (design annealing temperature is 490°C). Heat from the area

being annealed goes upwards and downwards along the vessel wall.

With this, the major fraction of energy which the vessel receives

from heaters is spent for heating-up the vessel metal. Some fractio

of energy is lost through the thermal insulation.When heat wave

achieves the area of supporting shoulder,sink of heat through the

supporting structure is formed.

Local heating of the annealing area results in deformation of

the reactor vessel and stresses arising in it. Maximum stresses

act at the edges of the annealing area at the moment of reaching th

conditions when the highest temperature gradients are realized both

along the height and through the thickness of the vessel wall/3/.

At the stage of holding, as the vessel is being warmed up, stresses

decrease . Stresses arising in the vessel during annealing shall

not cause metal creep, residual strains and stresses preventing

reactor vessel safe operation. Implementation of annealing condi-

tions shall not result in prohibitive overheating of structures
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surrounding the vessel. Mathematical models and corresponding compu-

ter programmes were developed giving the possibility to analyse ther-

mal-stressed state of the reactor vessel during annealing.

Annealing nine reactor vessels performed in the period of

1937-1990 showed the following: in all cases thermal state of the vesse]

and reactor pit equipment as a whole corresponded to the design one

and temperature of separate components of the vessel and pit equipment

did not exceed the permissible values. Check calculations of -essels

strength performed on the base of temperatures actually measured du-

ring annealing verified the fact that stresses did not exceed the

design values.

Prior to and subsequent to recovery heat treatment a set of works

involves procedures for inspection of vessel metal continuity by

nondestructive methods aimed at corroboration of absence of cracks in

the vessel after heating to temperature which is remarkably higher

than operating temperature. The obtained results of flaw inspection

of annealed reactor vessels are indicative of the fact that the pro-

cess of recovery heat treatment does not cause birth and development

of any flaws in the vessel.

When holding stage (150 hours at temperature of 475- 15°C) is

completed then the heating apparatus is turned off and the vessel

is gradually cooled down to temperature not more than 70°C and after

that the vessel is filled with water.

Evaluation of vessel metal properties and quality control of

recovery heat treatment are the matters of exceptional importance.

The complex of works on annealing W',7ER-440 reactor vessels envisages

determination of variation of mechanical characteristics and investi-

gation of the degree of restoration of mechanical properties of metal

of vessel area subjected to annealing by means of metal sampling and

measurements of hardness ( for vessels without anticorrosive cladding).
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'.Vith this aim VTIIIAE3 institute has developed and fabricated a

set of facilities and devices for sampling weld metal from the reactoi

vessel inner surface that gives the possibility to take the required

amount of metal in the form of chip to conduct chemical analysis

having gone into the vessel wall thickness for not more than 5 mm,

and then to grind the places of sampling. The set involves: milling

cutter device, chip collector, grinding device, control cabinet, rig-

simulator for development and adjustment of facilities and devices.

To perform the work, milling cutter and drinding devices are

hung on the multipurpose maintenance cabin (I/iMC) or on the protective

container (PC). Lie tal sampling is carried out along the weld axis in

three places at an angle 120° to one another.

Chemical analysis of the sampled chip allows to determine actual

content of phosphorus and copper impurities in weld metal to ;.-.ake a

checl: calculation of brittle strength of heat treated reactor vessel.

TaLle 1 represents values of phosphorus and coppei- content for the roc

tor vessels subjected to heat treatment.

Complex of jobs envisages measuring hardness prior to anc subs-

equent to heat treatment with the help of remote automatic hardness

r.eter ÄT-4p.l (designer and fabricator - VTIIIAE3) to determine variat-

ion of mechanical characteristics of reactor vessel base and weld

metal as a result of recovery heat treetment. Hardness meter is a

multipurpose measuring complex for establishing values of Brinell ('.12',

hardness of metal of the reactor vessel inner surface. The apparatus

has a measuring head of the hardness meter, a movable carriage vith

magnetic fastening, a control desk, a unit for processing the results

and for its functioning it is hung on the multipurpose maintenance

cabin or protective cabin similarly to metal sampling equipment.

Before measuring procedure the apparatus is fixed on the inter-

nal surface of the reactor vessel with the help of magnetic frame
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( pressing force 900-1200 kgf), and after that the movable carriage

with the hardness meter head attached on it is set with respect to

the selected measurement point. The entire process of loading and

load relief is carried out in automatic way with simultaneous recor-

ding of the process of indentor driving -in by two-coordinate recorder

and in microcomputer memory. The range of hardness measurements

10 - 500 K3. The results are processed on the computer by a special

programme immediately after finishing the complete cycle of measurement.

Hardness measurement of weld and base metal of adjacent shells

is carried out on non-grinded surface in three points in close vici-

nity from the points of metal sampling,upwards and downwards from the

weld axis. In every selected measurement places before and after

annealing are conducted to 10 loading cycles with distance between

measurement points of 10-15 mm.

Measurement results (See Table 2) clearly demonstrate the decrease

of hardness values after annealing; weld metal hardness is reduced

to a greater extent.

The cycle of jobs on reactor vessel annealing including metal

sampling and measurements of hardness before and after heat treatment

amounts to about 15 days that allows to perform this rather complex

technological process during preventive maintenance of the unit. At

present in the U33R there are two sets of apparatus for recovery heat

treatment of '.7W3P-440 reactor vessels that provide an opportunity,

as shows the experience of performing these jobs, to carry out up

to 4 annealings per year. In connection with the necessity of appli-

cation of these heating apparatus at various NP3s both, in the U33R

and abroad, they have collapsible design consisting of separate

transportable sections permitting to perform their thorough decon-

tamination and, despite the apparatus dimensions, to place them into

containers that may be transported to NFS by road, rail or water.



Fig.1. Efîect of difference in annealing temperature (TOTF.J

and irradiation temperature ( T Q ^ ) on the resto-

ration degree T. of 15X2MŒA steel and its weld metal

• - irradiation in research reactors;

# - irradiation in EPS reactors
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Table 1

Content of phosphorus and copper determined on metal
samples of weld .being annealed of operating reactor

vessels

UPS

Content of elements in metal of vveld Nb4t

Unit
Wo Phosphorus ( P )

Actual

min max ave-
rage

Used in

design

verifi-

cation

Copper ( Cu )

Actual

min max i ave-
, rage

Used inj

design

verifi-»

cation

NP3 0,0336 0,0401 0,1 0,039 0,123 0,13810,130 0,21

A UPS 0,032 0,034 0,033 0,1 0,110 0,11010,110 0,16

0,12"Bruno
Leuschner"
UPS

0,032 0,034 0,033 0,036 0,086 0,10410,092

"Bruno
Leuschner"'

urs
0,037 0,035 0,032 0,150 0,15710,1535! 0,18

Kolskaya
UPS 0,030610,0331 0,032 0,037 0,12110,14610,134 0,21

0,12

0,12

Kolskaya
UPS 2

1

0,031710,0375 0,0346 0,036 0,138! 0,154! 0,145

"Kozlodui"
WPS

0,028 !0,i
i

0,032 0,036 0,100! 0,120! 0,110
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Table 2

The results of measuring hardness of reactor vessel

metal of Kolskaya NPS, unit I, prior to and subsequent to

annealing

Place of

measurement

1

1

2

3

upper
shell

weld

lower
shell

upper

she 11

weld

lower

shell

_ __

upper
shell

weld

lower
shell

i

Hardness values ]

annealing

HB (kgf/sq
_ i

HB( irrad.)

226 221

243 247

224 219 217

229 232 233

228 218 217

240 243 241

213 230 230

219 221 220

236 231 242

232 225 223

i XITJi n r^

I
I ~

I
1

I
I

I

i
i

1

I

I

I

. I

I
I

i

I

i

I

1

1
1

I

i
1
I

I
1

1
I

1

. J

prior to

. mrn\

223,5

245,0

225,6

224,3

241,3

224,3

220,0

236,3

226,6

i

! Hardness values

j to annealing

! HB (kgf/sq
i i

HB(snneal)i H^

i 1 ~

i 184 195 !
i i
i i

i i
r i

i 198 199 !

1 !
i i
i i

i 184 193 187 !

! 185 193 !
i i
t i

i 189 201 201 !

! !

! 180 210 207 !

! 200 !

! !

! 191 193 !
1 !

! 188 184 190 i
i i
i i

i i

! 203 201 !
i •

! 1

i !
! 198 186 190 1

! !

i i

subsequer

•mm)

189,5

198,5

188,4

197,0

199,3

192,0

187,3

202,0

198,0
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